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Snowflakes?
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. December 9, 1976 15' Per Copy ,Dne Section — 16 Pages
No, they're not snowflakes caught in mid-air. Its just the smattering of frost
that some Murray residents woke up to this morning on the windshields of
the automobiles after a chakng winter night last night. The weather forecast
called for mostly sunny and warmer today, with the high in the low and mid
40s. Tonight is not expected to be as cold as last night, with lows in the low




Participation Of Electric System In Central
Billing Hinges On Decision On Insurance Plan
final consummatibn seems probable
and, as usual, we must submit to TVA
any agreements that you make with
Peripheral Systems Research, Inc.,
and full information as to costs and
.other pertinent details.
"Il it is-determined by the_ Authority.
that such a combination is feasible and
is advantageous considering the system
that we presently adhere to, including
insurance and retirement benefits, then
we will be in position to give you an
answer. Until then, we have no
authority to become a part of the
concept nor any right to a signatory 4
to a contract," the letter said.
Members of the MES board indicated
that they had in the past, and still do
support centralized billing . and-or
collection for city utilities. . .
"The board wants to serve the
customers as efficiently as we can,"
board member Leonard Vauilln said.
Whether or not the Murray Electric
System (MES) will be able to fully
participate in the city of Murray's
centralized billing-collection program
hinges on a decision expected Dec. 19
concerning the system's insuranee
program.
MES is currently participating in a
retirement and • bospitilization in-
surance program handled by Central
Services Association (CSA) of Tupelo,
Miss., and Jackson, Tenn., the firm that
presently handles the billing for the
electric system and the Murray Water
and Sewer System.
The Murray Electric System board
has requested that CSA allow the
Murray system to continue its in-
surance program and at the same time
discontinue the billing portion of the
agreement with CSA, so that the
electric system can join with other city
utilities in the central billing plan and
maintain its present insurance.
Board member Gene LandoIt told the
board at its regular meeting Wed-
nesday afternoon that the costs of
switching the present insurance plan to
a private plan would be prohibitive.
LandoIt said that the premiums for a
"private" plan with the same benefits
provided under the present CSA group
plan would amount to a minimum in-
crease of 165 per cent.
If the system were to switch plans,
hospitilization and accident insurance
alone would cost an additional $49,500
annually, the board was told.
Landolt told the board that if CSA
does not approve the board's request on
the insurance that the only feasible step
for MES to take at this time would be to
join with the other utilities in the
centralized collection portion of the new
program only.
The board seemed to concur that it
would be economically unfeasible for.
the system to go elsewhere for its in-
surance program because of the higher
__estimated premiums.
The Murray City Council has entered
into a contract with Peripheral Systems
Research ( PSR) of Murray to handle
centralized billing for city utilities.
Presently included in the new billing
program are the Murray Water dr
Sewer System, the Murray Natural Gas
System, and the Murray Sanitation
System.
The electric system has been invited
to join in the billing program but the
electric plant board has been forced-to
hold off on making a decision until an
answer on the insurance request is
received from CSA.
Also, as explained to Murray Mayor
John E. Scott and the Murray Common
Council in a _letter, limitations are
placed on the Murray Electric System
by the Statutes of Kentucky and the
power contract now in effect with
Tennessee Valley Authority ( TVA).
Electric plant board chairman
William Boyd said in the letter:
"If we were to accept the proposition,
such would necessarily have to be
approved by TVA...
-We have now come to the point that
Music Program
To Be Presented
"Songs of Christmas," the annual
program for the Murray High School
Parent-Teachpes' Association, will be
presented at seven p.m., Monday.
December 13, in the Middle School
Auditorium.
Eighty students under the direction 9f
Mrs. John Bowker will sing favorite
songs, old and new, and the public is
invited to this annual program, ac-
cording to Mrs. Perry Johnson,
president.
The Mixed Chorus will sing several
songs including "Do You Hear What I
Hear," "Oh Star On Bethlehem,"
"White Christmas," and "Honor and
Glory."
The Fourth Grade Chorus from
Carter and Robertson Schools will
present "Silver Bells," "Christmas Is a
Feeling," "Winter Wonderland," and
"Silent Night," among their selections.
Ms. Lisa Larsen, student teacher,
will assist Mrs. Bowker. Karen Turner
will be the accompanist. Krista Russell,
Donna Bailey and Verenda Mathis will
play the instruments.
Carter Considering Ways
To Spur Housing Industry
WASHINGTON, (AP) — President-
elect Carter is considering ways to add
zip to the economy by spurring the
house construction industry.
Carter was scheduled to meet today
with his housing advisers, who were to
lay out a series of options that the
incoming administration could use to
stimulate the lagging construction
business.
One of those options would have
Carter ask Congress to appropriate up
to $5 billion to subsidize interest rates
on home mortgages, according to a
source familiar with the thinking of the
President-elect's aides.
Legislation already on the books in
the form of the Emergency Housing Act
of 1975 authorizes $10 billion to sub-
sidize mortgage interest rates for
certain buyers.
However, the Ford administration
took advantage of the law only to the
extent of obtaining the appropriation of
$5 billion, meaning there is another $5
billion available for spending.' By
asking Congress to appropriate this
money, Carter could avoid the delay
inherent in asking the lawmakers to
approve an entirely new housing
program.
A knowledgeable source said more
money for the mortgage subsidy
program would have a "dramatic"
impact on the housing industry.
He also said it iyould„,be a "fan-
tastically effective tool" to stimulate
the over-all economy by boosting
employment in the building trades and
in related industries that produce
things like refrigerators, light switches,
curtain rods and nails for new homes.
Carter would have to decide whether
single-family or multifamily buildings
should benefit from this program.
Other options expected to be
presented to Carter include ways to cut
red tape in federal housing programs so
that money WM/ clogged in the federal
pipeline can be flushed out into the
marketplace where it can be put to use.
Carter's meetings with his housing
aides and later with potential cabinet
appointees and advisers were in Blair
House, the presidential guest house
across the street from the Whitb use.
Carter will visit the Pentagon on day
before returning to Georgia. He flew to
Washington on Wednesday afternoon
from Atlanta.
Among those scheduled to meet with
Carter are Clark Clifford, secretary
defense during the Johnson ad-
ministration; Rep. Barbara Jordan, li
Tex., mentioned as a possible attorney
general; and Charles L. Schultze.
Johnson's budget director, who ha"
been mentioned as a possible secretar:
of defense or Treasury.
Carter says his cabinet, which he
hopes to announce by Christmas, yo11
be made up of people who have
"management capability" and "social
consciousness."
Carter told reporters Wednesday that
he wanted strong, independent cabinet
officers capable of running their I )Wii
departments.
"I'm a strong enough person not to let
6 cabinet officer override me on basic
policy issues," he said. "I think I'm a
good manager."
He said the late President Dwight D
Eisenhower was the last chief
executive to appoint cabinet members
and then delegate real authority to
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in Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium,
each trainee will be graduated as a
Registered Recreation Technician I by (`
the National Recreation and Park
Association.
Funded by a teaching grant of about
$41,000 to the Department of Recreation
and Physical Education at Murray.
State by the Kentucky Bureau of
Manpower Services, the training
program qualified unemployed or
underemployed adults between the
ages of 45 and 65 as activity specialists
to work in health care facilities in the
Jackson Purchase.
Rebekah Blaine, director and clinical
coordinator for the program, said each
trainee completed 13 weeks of in-
struction on the campus and eight
weeks of on-the-job experience. She
listed the graduates and the facilities in
-which they received field experience as
follows:
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP )— The
General Assembly is practically knee-
deep in legislation to amend Kentucky's
Workmen's Compensation law.
Three bills have been introduced in
the House, two in the Senate, and more
are expected. All contain some element
of controversy.
Sen. Lowell Hughes, 13-Ashland,
added his name to the list Wednesday
with a proposal which he said "puts in
the things that the administration's bill
left out in the House."
Hughes referred specifically to HB
28, already a point of contention bet-
ween him and one of his colleagues,
Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville.
Friend claims that the measure
reflects the views of a special advisory
committee, on whiCh he served as co-
chairman. Hughes, a committee
member, says HB 28 is bad because it
provides a much smaller rate reduction
for businessmen than was intended.
The committee was put together to
review the law because of the 32.5 per
cent hike in employers' insurance rates
this year. Part of that was blamed on
two state Supreme Court decisions,
"the Pennington and Apache cases."
Hughes said his bill omits any
reference to the "Pennington case,"
while HB 28 locks it into the legislation.
The court ruled that certain per-
manent partial disability benefits
should be based on the injured worker's
average wage rather than the statewide
average wage.
HB 28 also would repeal the "Apache
decision," which set.a higher minimum
for certainpartial disability benefits.
While the Senate was in session
Wednesday, Hughes was enlisting co-
sponsors for his measure. "I've got 20
of the 38 senators lined up now," he said
later. Did he seek support from Friend?
"Vint know, I haven't seen him,"
Hughes replied.
The only bill on the calendar—one
which recreates the circuit court
system—was approved unanimously.
"This leaves the districts as they are
now but a few minor changes were
made in the law to conform to the new
Judicial Article," explained Sen. John
Berry Jr., 1)-New Castle.
Berry, a co-sponsor of the legislation,
said "we now have a provision that
permits a direct appeal, to be taken
from district court to circuit court,
something that wasn't in the law
before."
He also said that tax collection cases,
usually heard in Franklin Circuit Court,
could be moved, if the defendant
wishes, to the home county.
Before the Senate adjourned until 2
p.m. today, Sen. Nelson Robert Allen,
1)-Russell, asked that educatiOn be
spared when it came time to find
revenue for funding the Judicial
Article.
Sunny and Warmer
Mostly sunny and warmer today,
high in the low ahd mid 40s. Partly
cloudy and not as cold tonight, low in
the low and mid 30s. Increasing
cloudiness and warmer Friday with a
chance of rain by afternoon, high in the
50s. Saturday rain ending and slightly
cooler.
MSU Therapeutic Recreation
Students To Graduate Saturday
A graduation- ceremony- for 12-womein • Virginia- Chnverse -and
who have completed the 750-hour Roberts of-Murray. Westview Nursing
therapeutic recreation training Home in Murray; Helen Brandon of
program at Murray State University is Murray, Parklawn Manor Care Center
scheduled for Saturday afternoon, Dec. in Hopkinsville; Sue Bandies of
11, on the campus. Paducah, Sub-Abuse Center in
In the program to begin at 130 p.m. Paducah; Sarah Stratton of Paducah,
Medco Nursing Home in Paducah;
Wilma Yates and Neva Carter of
Paducah, Armours Memorial Nursing
Home in Paducah; Lillian Copeland ,o,f .
Paducah, Parkview 'Nursing Borne in
Paducah; Dorothy Lavine of Cayce,
Haws Memorial Nursing Horne in
Fulton; Doris Norman of Benton,
Superior Nursing Home in Paducah;
Mary Frances Adamson of Benton,
long-term care unit of the Benton
Municipal Hospital; and Martha
Rushing of Clinton, West Kentucky
Manor in Clinton.
Ms. Blaine said most of the graduates
have been employed to continue in the
facilities where they did their on-the-
job training.
"We are extremely grateful to the
health care facilities which provided
clinical settings for the trainees and
now employment for the graduates,"
she added.'
TRIMMING THE TREE—Members of the Home Interiors class in the Department of Home Economics at Murray State
University gave Oakhurst, the home of President and Mrs. Constantine W. Curris, a festive touch for the holidays with
decorations they planned and created. Participating in the -learning experience" we're: (in back seated) Debbie
C_astelman, Hickman junior Nancy DeBoe. fddyville junior (seated on floor left to right) Ann Matsel, Springfield, Va.
junior Lynn Holmes, Union City, Tenn. graduate: Pam Arcker, Hopkinsvile senior Anne Bristow, Owensboro senior;
Karen Burton, St. Louis senior Debra Minpifield. Atlanta graduate: and (kneeling) Barbara Herndon, Hickory junior. With
them is class instructor, Sue Fairless, anktant professor in the department of Home Economics.
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UWE FARRIS, left, director of the Senior Citizens Swing
and Sway Rhythem Band, was presented with the prize
money for winning first place at the Pennyrile Area
Bicentennial Senior Citizens Day held at Lake Barkley
Convention Center. Making the presentation was
Verona Grogan, Director of Murray Senior Citizens.
It Costs So little 'lb Save CA
A Professional
8 x 10 Color Portrait
only SW
• CHOOSE FROM OUR SELECTION OF EIGHT SCENIC AND COLOR BACK-
GROUNDS
• SELECT ADDITIONAL PORTRAITS AND SAVE UP TO 1) COMPARED TO 1975
PRICES
• SEE OUR NEW LARGE DECORATOR PORTRAIT
• YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY CHEER-
FULLY REFUNDED
• No obligation lo buy additional portraits
ONE SITTING PER SUBJECT-$1 PER SUBJECT FOR ADDITIONAL SUB-
JECTS. GROUPS. OR INDIVIDUALS IN THE SAME FAMILY PERSONS UNDER
IS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY PARENT OR GUARDIAN.
DEC. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
7 8 9 10 11
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat.: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
South 12th Street I ,
peak Abio
By Abigail Van Buren('
' - T-
415 1974 ay await, Tniman••11 V News Synd Inc
Forgive Dad and
Welcome New Wife
DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago our father mauled "D,"
the woman who broke up our family. My sisters and I now
refuse to visit Dad at his home if D is there, and Dad refuses
to visit us unless we make his wife welcome. Abby, we can't
be that two-faced. We despise D, and Dad knows it.
Dad is 59 and D is 35. He carried on for three years with
this homewrecker, then broke our mother's heart when he
divorced her and married D. Now he can't understand why
we want nothing to do with D. We love our Dad and want
to be friendly with him, but our feelings for his wife are too
deep to change. So what's the answer?
WANTED: ONE FATHER
DEAR WANTED: I could be wrong, but consider this:
It's possible that this woman whom you and your sisters
"despise" has given your father wall happiness, fulfillment
and companionship than he knew in all the years he was
married to your mother. It's also possible that your mother
may have (perhaps unwittingly) contributed to the collapse
of her marriage.
H you love your Dad and want to be friendly with
don't judge him or his wife. Bury your hostilities, and enjoy
whatever time is left.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old boy who loves to read.
I prefer reading to sports or watching television.
My father calls me a "sissy" and my mother calls me a
"hermit." This really hurts my feelings, but I can't very
well talk back to my parents so I just listen and don't say
anything.
I have learned a lot through reading, and have brought
home a straight A report card ever since fourth grade.
Neither one of my parents graduated from high school,
which wasn't their fault. They were both from poor families
and had to help support themselves at an early age.
How can I get them to understand that I am neither a
sissy nor a hermit, but just a person who loves to read?
HURT IN VICTORIA
DEAR HURT: Your parents aren't intentionally trying
to hurt you; they just want you to have a well-rounded per-
sonality. Moderation is essential to the enjoyment of every-
thing. That's probably what they're trying to say, but
they're saying it poorly indeed.
DEAR ABBY: Isn't it inconsiderate to pin down a speak-
er with a long discourse while a long line of people are wait-
ing to thank him briefly for a wonderful meeting or speech?"
I've frequently been held up by someone like that when
I must leave the meeting quickly to catch a train or bus,
and have left feeling frustrated. Please comment.
RUTH H.
DEAR RUTH: Having been on both ends of the line I
loudly attest to the validity of your complaint.
CONFIDENTIAL TO B.B. IN SEATTLE: It's been said
that a good scare is worth more to a man than good advice.
And that goes double for a woman.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," ,
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped •
(244) envelope.
Erhic(//irM I Ili/ It('/(/ Here Ii
Ri)berrs()/t .Sch(t)/ ['intrai Grua('
Culminating a unit in career
education, the Fourth Grade
Classes of Mrs. Louise Overby
and Mrs. Ruth Caldwell of
Robertson School visited the
Bank of Murray and the Post
Office to see the phases of
work carried on at each place.
Larry Hurt explained the
divisions of work at the post
office done to dispatch the
mail. The children were
impressed by the security
methods used in mail han-
dling. A folder of 1977
Treasury of Stamps given to
each r d has created an
intere in stamp collecting.
At t ,e Bank of Murray, Mrs.
Neva Grey Allbritten had
arranged for different bank
personnel to show the children
through the different parts of
the bank which they could
enjoy and understand. They
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and the machines in the
bookkeeping department. At
the end of the bank tour Mrs.
Allbritten served the children
Cokes and brownies for
refreshments.
Diane .Sli,zgq- (If I oculifontil .tichind
hemitclo- loud, rialfereirry
Diana Sliger, Kentucky
State DECA Secretary, 510
South 611f3treet, Murray, was
a participant at the Annual
Kentucky Foodaratna Youth
Conference held at Stouffer's
Louisville Inn, Louisville.
The Three-ay conference





Diana, whose parents are
Hulon and Vivian Sliger,
represented the Distributive
Education Clubs of America
and was selected to attend for
having an outstanding
leadership record and interest
in the food industry of Ken-
lucky.
Sponsored by the food in-
dustries of Kentucky, with
Farm Bureau and state
develop cooperation between
youth groups; to increase
understanding of be farm4o-
table story; to improve
teenage nutrition; and to
acquaint teenagers with a
better understanding of food
careens.
Delegates are charged with
the responsibility to tell the
"food story" in their borne
communities, through radio,
television, newspaper articles
and by speaking to civic clubs,
school assemblies, P. T. A.'s,
youth groups and Farm
Bureaus.
Diana will be available to
tell the food story to your
group upon request. Send your
program request to Diana or
call the Murray Vocational
School office at 753-1870.
agencies cooperating, the
conference objectives are to H0f3PTTAL PATIENT
dramatize statewide concern
about teenage eating habits
and the cultural, social and
economic values of food; to
Miss Christy Cummings Of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
r
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If you would like for him to visit your
business
Call 753-9677
Sponsored By: Beta Sigma Phi, Gam-
ma Gamma Chapter
IMAM 211:1( IdgiC SUM 2110151111MINIS iltillfatifg WU tag NUM





for your Christmas Party
- Our own private
Dining Room Upstairs
is available for any sire group
up to 130 people
No charge for reservations
PAGLIAI'S
110 Main Street

























































What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Mars influences now indicate
progress, quicker advance-
ment. Emphasize your special
ability to tie things up adeptly
and with little fanfare. Avoid
extremes, however.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tio€71i?
Personal matters may trou-
ble you. Review them calmly,
dispassionately. Perhaps you
are overemphasizing certain
angles. There's no real need for ...
anxiety.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Avoid tendencies toward
Impulsiveness. Make no hasty
Judgments and don't jump to
unwarranted conclusions or you
could make serious errors.
CANCER
(June n to July 23) 00•• • You are mpatly on your own
now. Use all your skills and
employ to advantage any new
suggestions that can be worked
nicely into your program.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) *12fiCg
A good period for revitalizing
all projects, for capitalizing on
unusual ideas and Up-dating
methods. Many benefits await
you.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) iff)ii,
Put a bit more spark into your
endeavors, thus to bring others'
attention to your efforts. Your
ingenuity at a peak now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) larl
A good outlook. But handle
"musts" before embarking on
the new interests promised in
day's splendid activity forecast.
SCORPIO.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) 'Ti,
Some unusual situations
Indicated. In all dealings, be
direct. Avoid devious tactics or
approatiarand give others the
benefit of any doubt.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )6(40
Avoid any urge to take foolish
chances, but don't hesitate to
make changes if the potentials
look good. Foresight needed!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A day in which to make new
starts — in new directions; to
lead rather than to follow.





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
- Planetary influences favor
the soundly progressive
thinker. Forget past disap-
pointments. Your mind should
be on present (and future)
aspirations and goals.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Some unexpected situations
could throw you off the track,
cause confusion or misun-
derstanding. Be alert: Don't be
impulsive in either speech or
action.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant
imagination and a great love of
knowledge. Research is a forte
and you could make an eminent
success in the scientific or
literary fields. You are ex-
tremely versatile and could
achieve enviably in either the
business world or the arts: In
the former, would make a top-
rank executive or financier; in
the latter, a highly skilled
musician, writer or dramatist.
You are one of the most
freedom-loving of all zodiacal
natives and your craving for
independence is so great that
one may have a difficult time
trying to "trap" you into
marriage. Birthdate of:
Thomas H. Gallaudet, pioneer
teacher of the deaf; Cesar
Franck, Belgian composer;




Asinciauod Prose Food Fedor
FRIENDS T,0 DINNER




Contributed by a New York
friend.
1 cup commercial sour cream
1-3rd 'Cup bottled white
horseradish, just as it .
comes from the jar
1 medium McIntosh apple
cored, peeled and finely
grated
"2 teaspoon grated lemon
rind
1 teaspoon sugar
14 teaspoon salt „
Stir together well all the -in-
gredients; chill Serve with
smoked tongue Makes about
1"u cups.
Silver Anniversary
MR. AND MRS. FRED R. JOHNSON of 145 Spruce Street,
Murray, will celebrate their 25th wedding Skniversary with a
reception on Sunday, December 12 from two to four p.m. at the
New Peoples Bank recreational room at North 12th and Chest-
nut Streets.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the af-
ternoon hours.
Mrs. Johnson, the former Pat Skinner, and Mr. Johnson
were married December 7, 1951, by the late Rev. E. A. Sutton
of Paducah. Their attendants were Ann and Sarah Rowlette







Mrs. Cynthia L. Harrison
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Mary E. Garwood, Rt. 6,
Box 162, Murray, Mrs. Phyllis
J. Wilson, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Clara T. Thorn, Rt. 1, Almo,
Miss Rebecca Hoke, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca S.
Burleson, P. 0. Box 87, Far-
mington, Miss Susan A.
Bagwell, 4320 Hart Hall,
Murray, Luther Gooch, Rt. 4,
Murray, Jesse T. Huddleston,
Cerulean Rt. 1, Cadiz, Mrs.
Dottie S. Garner, Gen. Del.,
Hazel, Mrs. Eufaula 0.
Sanders, Rt. 4, Murray,
Hayrus Fair, 1607 Dodson Apt.
No. B, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie
G. Billington, Rt. 2, Box 77,
Murray, Fred Lee, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda C. Myers










Give breakfast 0 break
How do you answer those who say they skip
breakfast because they don't like traditional break-
fast foods? The National Live S., Cik and Meat Board
say 
4 hamburger or
pork chop aCortr khotti°n dog. 'The e irrnthcxeitrill ant factor is not
that the food fits the breakfast stereotype, but rather
that it offers energy and high-quality protein to get
the body off to a good start and keep it going strong
until lunch.
Other breakfast ideas for the nonconformist are
grilled ham and cheese sandwiches, luncheon meats,
hearty soups, and leftover meaftordinsihoefs.brTeaodbeansudrae
that the meal is well balanced, include b fruit or
juice high in vitamin C, 
so 
glass of milk or cup of cocoa.
Thru Wed.
41\DIM t .N 2.7 5 Tutely & 2.30Sat ,
Sun
AIA41.4 , 10 rutely & 4 35 Sat , Sun
Tliere's nothing but
action at the Drive-1n
t
Each Feature Shown Once Nite
Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40
"The Adventures of Pinnochio" (X)
18 or Over Only 
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our litendliest irqui.s. store.'
Rmars





Delightfully warm and protective with its
hood and drawstring tie at the waist. Two
convenient pockets, full zipper front,
Of soft and caressing 100% acrylic baby
bunting by I. APPEI.. Yellow or Mint
in sizes P. S. M. I. at 25.00. At right,
choose the back zippered caftan of
Celanese Arnel tricetate and nylon,
with soutache embroidered neckline and
sleeves. By DELA ANN. Black, in






Give a gift that she'll treasure alw'a
new holiday sweater from Bright's. The eason's newest
and most wanted styles are awaiting s ur selection in
holiday brights and soft pastels. Sizes small, medium









Get into the spirit of the Christmas
season with a superbly styled pantsuit
from Bright's..your fashion leader
A splendid array of two, three and
four-piece outfits are awaiting your
selection. So, to look your very best
this holiday season, look to Brights
Exciting holiday colors and styles
available in junior, missy and









Concert by Van Cliburn,
sponsored by Murray Civic
Music Association, will be at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
8:15 p. M.
Aurora Kiwanis Club
'Charter Presentation will be
at Kenlake Hotel at 6:30 p. m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will. have a
Christmas party at the Ellis
Community Center at seven p.
m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Countryside
at Casa Mia Restaurant at six
p. m.; South Murray at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 11:30 a. m.; Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9:30 a. m.
with gift exchange; Town and
Country with Geneva Giles at
6:30 p. m.; Progressive with
Betty Hassell at 6:30 p. m.
Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will have its
-Christmas supper, buffet
style, at six p. m. at the First
Christian Church. Call Jerri
Fitch 753-9799 for reser-
vations.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
Murray Woman's Club House
at six p. m.
Sophomore voice recital by
Steve Evans, baritone,
Owensboro, will be at seven p.
m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Hospital Report
Shower for the family of Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Crouse and
three children, Jimmy, Lisa,
and Lori, whose home was
destroyed by fire Sunday, will
be held at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Program by MSU Chorus,
directed by Rrof. Robert
Baar, scheduled at Calloway
County Public Library has




Club will have a potluck
luncheon at 11:45 a. m.
followed by a gift exchange at
the home Of Mrs. Edgar
Morris, Lynn Grove Road.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
MSU Women's Society will
have a dinner at the Holiday
Inn, preceded by Christmas
Open Houses.
Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ will have its annual
potluck dinner at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six p.
m. Bring food and tea or cold
drinks for family. -
Jonathan Creek Assembly
facilities have been reserved
for a Blood River Pastors' and
Wives' FellowshiP at six p. m.
Senior clarinet recital by
Janet Gascoigne, Jackson,
Tenn., will be at seven p. m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
MSU Percussion En-
sembles, directed by Tom
Vanarsdel, will be at 8:15 p.
m. in Old Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Public is invited.
December 4, 1976 Shopping for Senior Citizens
Adults 123 will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30
Nursery 6 P. m. Call 753-9725 for tran-
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS sportation.
Carrie Timmerman and
girl, 1412. Stadium View
Drive, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Myrtle Colson, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Vickie D.
Houston, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Margie West, Rt. 1, Box 350
Murray, Miss Jennifer Ann
McClain, 511 Broad Murray,
Loyd Allen McClure, A4 Fox
Meadow Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Maudeen M. Cohoon, 1718
Magnolia Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Lenora Jean Phillips, Rt. 6,
Murray, William M. Spillman,
Box 122 Wingo, Eddie R.
Byassee, Rt. 1 Clinton,
William E. Byasee, Rt. 1
Clinton, Mrs. Helen T.
Williams, 706 Elm St.,
Murray, Mrs. Judy A. Carter,
1102 Mulberry St., Murray,
Roderick Reed, 204 Pine,
Murray, Obid D. Burkeen, Rt.
1, Almo, Mrs. Maggie F.
Stubblefield, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. Eva
Lax, New Concord, Chesley D.
Adams, Rt. 2, Kirksey, Mrs.
Oneida W. Ford, 723
Sycamore, Murray, Treman
Cavitt, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy J. Morton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Lottie M. Bowden,
1213 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray,
Alvis B. Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksev
VITAMIN B
It's hard for an adult to get
enough Vitamin B regularly
unless at least two glasses of
milk are used each day to
supply about half—his need.
Even with two glasses of milk,
you need several other good
sources of this vitamin each
day. These include beef, liver,
eggs, vegetable greens, dried
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Exhibitions of paintings,
photography, and drawings by
Ann Kerr Selin, Cynthiana,
Roger D. Taylor, Owensboro,
and Ron Hill, Bardstown, will
be at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
through December 21.
Saturday, December 11
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a dinner at six p.m. at
the Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan.
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a couples'
dessert at the home of Cindy
Ashby, 804 Minerva, at 7:30
p.m.
Widows Tea by the Young
Adult Sunday School Class of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will be held
at 1:30 p.m. at the church.
Slide program and
discussion on "Attracting
Birds to Your Home" will be
shown at Center Station, LBL,
at two p.m.
Country ham breakfast witti
all the trimmings at $2.50 each
will be served from six to ten
a.m. at thc Akrdiar Senior
Citizens Center.
Sunday, December 12
"Winter Wildlife," a slide
program featuring some of the
winter inhabitants of LBL will
be shown at Center Station at
two p.m.
Senior voice recital by
Sharon Tucker, mezzo
soprano, Clinton, will be at
3:30 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R.
Johnson will celebrate their
25th wedding anniversary
with a reception from two to
four p. m. at the New Peoples
Bank recreational room,
North 12th and Chestnut
Streets.
AVery Special Sandwich
For lunch or quick 'n easy suppers, these sandwiches pro-
vide deep down eating goodness. The favorite combination of
ham and cheese sandwiches is dipped in a French toast batter
and sauteed till golden brown Pour on lots of Log Cabin syrup
and enjoy!
FRENCH TOAST CLUB SANDWICHES
12 slices bread V4 cup butter or margarine
6 thin slices boiled ham 2 eggs, slightly beaten
6 slices process American 1̀/4 cup milk
cheese Y. teaspoon .salt
Mustard (optipral) Pancake and waffle syrup
Trial crusts from bread and top 6 slices with a slice of ham
and a slice of cheese. Spread lightly with mustard; top with
remaining bread. Melt butter in large skillet. Blend eggs with
milk and salt. Dip sandwiches quickly into egg mixture. Sauté
in butter, turning to brown both sides. Serve hot with syrup.
Makes 6 sandwiches.
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The Mayfield Chapter 1283
of-the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will have its Annual Christ-
mas Luncheon at noon Dec. 13,
at the Holiday Inn, Highway
121 and Highway 45 by-pass.
All members, spouses, and
guest are invited.
It is requested that mem-
bers meet in the banquet room
(If NARE Plums Luncheon .11eei
at 11:30 a. m. so that the meal this luncheon, said Garland W.
Hunter, president.can begin at 12,400.
After the luncheon, there
will be a short bqpiness
meeting, and a fellowship
period.
Any civil service employee
that reached the age of 50 and
has five years of service is
eligible to join this
organization and is invited to
Sap does not rise and fail. It
moves out towards the sur-
face in the spring, in towards
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Uncle Jeff's Murray, Ky.
Friday & Saturday *
Dec. 1O& 11
to 6 p.m.
The Year To Remember with A Portrait













Nylon Tricot. A crescen-
do of lace edged, Inuit..
color floral braid
plunges toward a cross-
ing bond of lace that
forms a high waistline
Self bow adds a decora-
tive touch.
12.00




Nyldn Tricot Bands of
lace-captured braid add
glowing color to the
deeply shirred yoke
Gentle shirring at
sleeves end 'in elas-
ticized, lace decorated
cuffs tn Btuetle, Ohvirre,
Peach Glow
18.00
Other Robes from 16.00
DRESSES • PANT SUITS
• JUMPSUITS SALE
1/3 to 60% OFF!
REG. 17.99 to 65.00
Hundreds & Hundreds to Choose From!
PLAYTEX SALE!
Entire Inventory Included
BRAS & GIRDLES $ 1 00
UP TO 6.00  I OFF
BRAS & GIRDLES $000


































Reg. 1-5.99.. . C.)
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- HUNDREDS MORE ADDED!
LONG • SHORT • TRIMMEb




Pullovers • Cardigans • longsleeve
• Short Sleeve • Solids & Fancies
Regular 99 99





• Central shopping Center, Marro/Ay. Open Every Nightlil 9:30 Sunday 1 to 6
Catteti - Wast,unaocut • H Liam PotA4k,Picup, -Tcui vita Rota• autttdrate 163 • Batettmci kavt, Neufpott • Atm/tali 16.1
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Contemporary Religious Thoughts
Christians And Morality
By DR. DAVID ROOS
First Christian Church
Dr. Joyce Brothers, a psychologist
and popular TV personality, was on a
national network Talk Show recently
where she stated that sometimes an
affair on the side by a spouse could be a
healthy thing to enliven a dull
marriage. Similar views are also taken
toward chastity by Dr. Joseph Flet-
cher, a professor of Christian ethics and
a guest lecturer at Murray Stale
University some seven years ago, who
states "the cult of virginity seems to me
to be making its last stand against the
sexual freedom whi‘h kriedicine has
now made possible." Further says
Fletcher -A growing number of church
people are challenging fixed moral
principles or rules about sex or
anything else." So Fletcher believes
that virginity was only a cult and is now
doomed.
So what are we to make of all this?
Well I think that if we subscribe to the
Christian ethic then we will consider
the Bible to be normative for our life
and work together. So what does the
Bible have to say about pre-marital sex
and sex on the side while married?
If one studies the teachings of Jesus
and of the New Testament I would think
you would discover that those teachings
are very clear toward purity, chastity,
and fidelity. Fornication, which is
sexual intercourse between unmarried
people, is condemned 18 times. The
Gentiles are commanded not to
practice it ( Acts 15:20). It is not to be
thought of or spoken about by the
Christian (I Corinthians 6:18,
Ephesians 6:3). Adultery, which is
sexual relations with a married person
other than one's own husband or wife, is
condemned 15 times. Jesus insists that,
it is a sin which comes from the evil of
the heart ( Matthew 15:14).
Often I have called attention to the
story of the woman taken in adultery
(John 8:1-11) showing the gentleness of
Jesus and his unconditional loving
forgiveness, and that is certainly so!
But we should go a step further, and
note how the story concludes. It ends by
Jesus saying with tender compassion
but with firmness: "Go and sin no
more." There is no suggestion of Jesus
infering : 'It's alright. Lots of people do
it. Don't worry, or feel guilty!" There is
no hint of the woman feeling that the
whole thing did not really matter very
much, that forgiveness was available
like waving a magic wand and that she 
could easily go out and commit
adultery agitin. The demand is clear:
"Sin no more." Jesus is emphatic. She
has sinned. And she was generously
forgiven - but she was told - it must
not happen again.
Just because Jesus was un-
conditionally loving does not make him
a supporter of the permissive society.
William Barclay, the late professor of
New Testament at University of
Glasgow, sounds a clear and certain
trumpet for orthodox Christianity when
he says: "if we support sexual in-
tercourse before marriage or outside
marriage, then I do not see how we can
continue to call ourselves Christian, for
a man cannot be a Christian and flatly
contradict the teaching of Jesus
Christ." Concludes Barclay. "It is one
thing honestly to say that we will
abandon the demands of Christian
morality; it is quite another thing to
abandon them and to deceive ourselves




A piglet was arrested in Montrose
High Street last night after a chase by
police. The pig was arrested by two •
policemen and is being kept in a dog
pen until its owner is traced. (Dundee,
Eng, Telegraph)
Asleep in bed, a Llanelli housewife
awoke in the early hours of the morning
to find a strange hand clutching her
under the bedclothes. She aroused her
husband who got up and saw a man
crouched on the floor on the other side
of the bed. The intruder departed out
the window from whence he had come
in haste. ( South Wales, England Post)
British Columbia - The bank robbers
got away with $1,500 in cash, which the
police might have been able to cope
with. But gusts of wind blew the money
out of the robbers' hands, and citizens
of Vancouver scooped up the scattered
bills. Despite police appeals only $850 of
the loot had been returned by Monday.
( Vancouver Sun)
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Garrott's Galley
'Mom' Crawford 's 36 Boys I
Honor Her With A Dinner
By M. C. Garrott
When the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity at Murray State bought and
moved into the Jack Belote home tin
Main Street five or six years ago, the
neighbors of Mrs. Margaret Crawford
were apprehensive.
Mrs. Crawford lives next door to the
fraternity house in the home to which
she came 54 years ago from Camden,
Ark., as the bride of a young Murray
dentist, Dr. F. E. Crawford.
How would she get along with 35 or 40
,apirited young fellowswhooping it up so
close, her friends and neighbors
wondered.
Their fears were unfounded. It was
love at first sight, and today Mrs.
Crawford is fondly known as "Mom
Crawford" to the fraternity's 36 active
members, 16 of whom live at the
fraternity house. They watch over her,
mow her yard, rake her leaves
( sometimes as late as 2 o'clock in the
morning), run errands for her and do
all kinds of neighborly things in her
behalf.
In fact, they've grown so attached to
Mrs. Crawford that last Friday night
the fraternity gave a semi-formal
dinner at the Colonial Smorgasbord in
her honor and presented her with a big
bouquet of'white roses.
All the members came with their
wives or sweethearts. Several other
neighbors and some of Mrs. Crawford's
close friends also were invited.
+++
Spearheading the dinner idea was
Bryan Donovan, a sophomore- from
Lexington. He also shared the master of
ceremonies honors with Max Hurt, a
long-time friend of Mrs. Crawford, and
Mancil Vinson. "I've known Itelancil all
his life," Mrs. Crawford said, recalling
the evening. "I used to buy cherries
from him when he was a little boy. He
would pick them on his daddy's farm
east of town."
William Talbott, Bardstown, the past
president, also had some nice things to
say about Mrs. Crivrford and her
relationship with the fraternity. A letter
of commendation from Murray State.
President Constantine Curris also was
read.
+ + + -
Dr. Crawford, whose office was over
Santo rhide Giant Fighter
Synopsis: While Billy has break-
fast in Santa Land, Tweed-
lernees discovers The magic





pointed proudly to the thin
-green book he had given to
"It is a secret book of
wizardry. I was very lucky to
find it. It contains the magic
words you will need to set the
moon back in the sky.-
"B-but," said Billy, "It's my
school spelling book! It must
have dropped out of my pocket
when I put my coat down."
"Nonsense!" snapped Tweed-
leknees. "It's a code book. You
will find the right combination of
words at the proper time. You
can read, of course?"
Billy opened the book. He saw
his name wnttenohere. William
Henry Christopher Preeserve. He
had written it himsellf. Het was
ashamed to admit Ofat these
were practically the ordy words
in the book he could read.. He
wished he had been a better
*student and studied his reading
and spelling at school. What wA
he to do now'?
Santa was pulling on fns boots
and fastening on his big red
coat.
"That much is settled!". he.
cried happily. "Now off to the
Harp Witch to find out how best
to slay the giant!"
Billy sighed and stuck the
spelling book in his pocket. He
decided he would face the prob-
lem of the magic words when the
time came. He folk:ivied Santa
out of the house.
''If we could go to the witch's
island in my sleigh we'd be there
in no time," said Santa. "But
tha.giant would surely snatch us
out of the sky as he did the
moon. Well, I know a turtle who
Can talre us _there quickly
enough."
Billy's eyes popped when he
By Lucrece Beale
The Harp Witch plucks a rusty harp and sings hate songs.
saw Theodore Turtle waiting for
them on the shore of the sea.
Theodore was so big four men
could ride on his back. But,
wondered „Billy, how fast could
even a big turtle swim?
Theodore didn't inlend to
swim. He climbed out of his
shell and turned it upside down
in the water. San'a and Billy and
Theodore climbed in; the turtle
raised a sail, and away they
sailed.
Presently they reached the
shores of Keepaway and the
home of the Harp Witch.
The Harp Witch is an ugly old
crone. Day and night she plucks
the strings of a rusty harp and
croons songs of hate. Once she
had been beautiful and young
and madly in love with Goko the
giant. Goko wooed her and
promised to wed her but on the
day of the wedding he changed
his mind- and never saw her
The witch was so mad she
Hew to Keepaway Island and
lived forever after on her hate
for Goko the giant. She did not
want to talk to Santa and Billy.
She told them to leave. But
when Santa told her that they
were seeking a way to destroy.
Goko, the witch laid aside her
harp and eagerly listened to their
story.
"The boy must have some
magic.- said Santa. "or the
giant will finish him before he
even draws his wooden sword."
The Harp Witch thought and
thought. Finally she said, "Goko
loves jewels "
"What kind of jewels'?" asked
Santa.
"Beautiful stones set in brace-
lets and rings and necklaces."
• The witch paced back and
forth muttering to herself. Sud-
denly she stopped in front of
Billy and cried, "Bring me the
Rosanna Ruby. I will place it in
a neck band of my own making
When Goko puts the band
around his throat it will squeeze
so tight he will be helpless."
"Suppose he does not .put it
on?'" said Santa.




the Bank-Of Miir-raY, died 10 years ago-.
Since then, Mrs. Crawford has had one
or two young men who were students at
Murray State living in her home "to
sort of look after me." Presently living
upstairs in the two-story, stucco home,
which the Crawford built when they
were married, are Harrison Blackwell
of Crawfordsville, Ind., and David
DeVoss of Titus, Fla.
Neither belong to the fraternity, but
are available to drive Mrs. Crawford,
whose eyesight is failing, about town
and to look after the house.
Mrs. Crawford and the Sigma phi
Epsilon boys hit it off right from the
start. "Right away, I went over and told
them I wanted to be a good neighbor
and hoped they would be a good neigh-
bor to me," she said. "When I asked to
whom I should go if something went
wrong, they told me just to tell the
president and he would take care of it.
We had a good understanding, and
we've never had any serious problems.
"Then one day they came over and
asked if they could call me 'Mom.' Of
course, I was highly honored by that,
and that's what they've called me
since," she said with a simile.
+++
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Mrs. Crawford frequently steps
across the yard to sit and talk with "my
boys," and she's invited to all of their
parties, many of which she attends.
"Oh, yes," she laughed. "They have
lots of parties - sometimes two or
three on the weekend. They make a
noise sometimes, but I don't let
that bother me. It would have bothered
Dr. Crawford, but I'm just thankful for
the companionship.
"They are a-fine bunch of young men,
and it's good to have them around. In
fact, there's another fraternity - the
Sigma Chi boys - right behind me."
_+++
Some of my friends thought I was in
for trouble when the boys moved in, but
it hasn't been like that at all. When I see
something I don't like, I just tell 'the
president and he takes care of it. You
know, you just don't holler at young
men and accomplish anything."
The fraternity had been in their house
only a few months when Mrs. Crawford
threw a little party at her house to get
acquainted. -I just wanted to meet and
get to know them and to let them know I
wanted to be a good neighbor," she
said. "It was the best $20 I ever spent."
Si,oce then, they've given her plaques,
silver trays, charm braclets and all
kinds of tokens of affection. And now
the dinner last Friday night.
Mrs. Crawford has two sons of her
own. Dr. Pat Crawford is a prominent
surgeon in Columbus, Ohio. Dr. Phillip
Crawford is an anesthesiologist in
Lexington. Dr. Pat has her two gran-
dsons. -
"I've been mighty fortunate to have
so many young men in my life," she
said, looking at the big vase of white
roses on a table across the room.
Isn't Ii
The Truth
We can easily come to the conclusion
in this, the mud-slingingest campaign
of the century', that each and every
candidate from the presidential
aspirants down to the local sheriff got
on the ballot because only by starving
the conscience can anybody suc-




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
At the risk of raising the ire of some
of our local English teachers, we're
going to pass along the following
suggestions for good grammar that a
Texas newspaper publisher says he
gives to all new staff members:
1. Each pronoun should agree with
their antecedent.
2. Just between you and I, case is
important.
3. Verbs has to agree with their
subjects.
4. Watch out for irregular verbs
which have crope into the language.
5. Don't use no double negatives. Not
never.
6. A writer should not shift your point
of view.
7. Don't write a run-on sentence you
have got to punctuate it.
8. About sentence fragments.
9. In articles and stuff like that we use
commas to keep things apart without
which we would have without doubt
confusion.
10. But, don't use, commas, which are
not necessary.
11. Its important to use yotrre
apostrophe's correctly.
12. Don't abbreviate unless nec.
13. Check carefully to if you any
words out.
14. In my opinion, I think that an
author when he is writing something
should not get accustomed to the habit
of making use of too many redundant
unnecessary words that he does not
actually really need in order to put his
message across to the reader of the
article.
15. About repetition, the repetition of
a word is not Usually effective
repetition.
16. As far as incomplete con-
structions, they are wrong,.
17. Spel correckly.
• 18. Last but not least, knock off the
cliches.
0+0
The latest good news for overweight
people (a class that probably includes
the majority of Americans) comes
from Dr. George Bray, a UCLA
medical professor who specializes in
problems of obsesity.
We hope he's got something, but
Bible Thought
Light is sown for the righteous and
gladness for the upright in heart. Psalm
97:11.
God promises good for those who turn
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we're afraid there may be a hitch
somewhere because Dr. Bray predicts
that within three years people will be
able to eat almost all they want without
gaining any weight.
His prediction is based on ex-
periments in which scientists are
perfecting ways to make food out of
Indigestible material. He says he's
eaten a doughnut that contained no fats,
starches or anything that the human
body can absorb. It looked and tasted
like the real thing, he said, and tasted
good going down.
We wonder; if the nutritionists
working on this project have consulted
any psychologists. We're no experts,
but something tells us our stomach has
a mind of its own. The first time we
down a scrumptious pastry with all the
wickedness taken out of it we expect a
quick message from down below: "Who
do you think you're kidding?"
0+0
On some day in the not too distant
future, traffic is going to be so jammed
that nothing will be 'able to mo4i it. And
if a single frustrated, defeated,
despairing driver steps out of his car,
hurls his keys into the air and walks
away from it all, at that moment traffic
will become immobilized forever.
• 10 Years Ago
A contract for grade, drain, and
bituminous concrete surfacing on South
12th Street (U. S. Highway 641) in
Murray has been awarded to the
Crawford Construction Company by the
Kentucky Highway Department.
The City of Murray has received
payment for the old city land fill site
which was purchased by Murray State
University.
Capt. G. T. Forrest and Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Simmons, Jr., attended the an-
nual meeting of the Kentucky
Association for Mental Health held in
Louisville.
Births reported include a boy, Robert
Bret, to Mr. and Mrs. Van F. Waugh on
December 5.
The homes of Mr. and Mrs. Tommye
D. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.. Marshall
Garland, and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Roberts will be shown in the Holiday
Home Tour on December 15, as spon-
sored by the Murray Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
Novel McReynolds was elected as
chief of the Murray Police Department
and Flavil Robertson was re-elected as
'thief of the Murray Fire Department at
the meeting of the Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include. Mack
Brittain, age 83.
W. B. Moser, Murray High principal,
has been selected by the Four Rivers
Boy Scouts of America to serve as
Jamboree leader July 6 to 27 at the
Valley Forge National Park. Among
the many Scouts to attend will be Joe
Overbey, Max Parker, and Ronnie
McKee' from Murray.
Births reported include a boy, Jackie
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee West,
and a girl, Juana Beth, to Mr. arid-Airs.
James Herdrell Stockdale, both on
December 1.
In high school basketball New Con-
cord beat Cuba, South Marshall beat
Kirksey, and Lynn Grove beat Hazel.
High scorers included Buchanan with
22 for New Concord, Portis with 25 and
Wilkins with 20 for South Marshall,
Darnell with 34 for Kirksey, and
McNeely with 27 for 1.ynn Grove.
Let's Stay Well
Work Or Retire At Age 65?
Apparently, most Americans
look upon their retirement with
little or no enthsiasm.
Muth of this attitude toward
stopping their work may be
based largely on economic
grounds and a feeling of finan-
cial insecurity, especially in view
of the adverse effects of inflation
ori living owls in recent years. A
fortune few may have stocks.
bonds, or other forms of wealth
in sufficient amounts to assure
adequate funds for the future.
While much (ppcsition is ex-
pressed about early retirement.
more arid more Americans are
retiring early. According to the
American Coma on Life In-
surance, only 16.3 per cent of
retired workers in 1962 tolled-
mg Social Security had retired
before the age of 65. Hciwever, at
the end of 1975, 56.5 per cent had
retired before their 65th birth-
day.
Retirement appears to be rel-
ated to health, lid health to
retirement Persons who retire
By FJ L Blasingame MI)
do not live as long as thir; who
keep working. course, an ad
verse selection is working in the
group that retires in that thase
who have a health impairment
prior to or after their 65 birthday
will more likely retire when the
opportunity to do so becomes
available
The American Council of Life
Insurance conducteif a national
survey on retirement Among
other statements, the following
was included in the survey
better to keep working than to
retire at a fixed age" The survey
statement received general ap-
proval with 46 per cent agreeing
completely and 30 per cent only
partially accepting the idea
About 74 per cent agreed that
most persons don't feel that they
have adequate financial
reSources at the time 01 retire-
ment
Nearly; half of those persons
surveyed felt that retirement
brought down their feeling of
self-esteem, and some felt a
sense of useleisness
With more early years re
quired in education for a trade, a
technical job, or a profession
hefore full-tune gainful employ'
ment starts, arid with an increas-
ing number of persons reaching
their 65th year and living longer
society may be foreed to extend
the years of productive work
toward or into the seventies for
those persons who can and want
to be gainfully employed Slich
social practices could ha‘e
many benefits, including greater
satisfaction and possible better
health for many of the aged
Q- Mrs_ C.N says that her hits-
-,band, who is not an alcoholic.
has been diagnosed as having
',acne rosacea It has been troub-
ling hem -fry several years, and
his nose', is- getting larger and
redder Slie wonders what can
he done arki if the condition may
turn cancerou.s.
" A. The cause of acne rosacea
is unknown. and it IN not duo. h ,
drinlung alochol. though high's
seast1ned foods. hot drinks
alcohol and emotional str(s,,,
said to aggravate this skin ti, A)
hie Cleanliness ot the .1(in a !tic .
nose, face and scalp ',kith
Your hushrand stittod
skin specialist and follow ills .01
vice regarding ans local
or other medication An *Alter
creed plastic Lair
reel the enL3rged /1,11.4' and an
treat any enlarged biood s t,sseis
Acne rosacea has no 1).10 icular
tendency to turn cancerous
Q. Ms A, . asks whether shav-
ing hairs will encourage them to
grpw out coarser
A This question is often asked
It has been elablested very ac-
curately through research that
cutting or shaving hair in no way
alters its rate of growth, caliber
or other individual charac-
teristics when the hair grows
out
Iliagliniun. vordo ars fl
,




'Enriched Flavor breakthrough bripgs
unprecedented taste to low tar smoking
For many years low tar cigarettes have
promised taste.
But your own taste told





fortified with key flavor-rich
ingredients of cigarette smoke
proven to deliver taste way'
out of proportion to tar.




9-mg:lar:' 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per ctgarette by FTC Method
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
against current leading low tar brands
ranging from 11 mg. to 15 mg. tar.
Thousands of smokers
were involved. The majority
report: Even if the cigarette _
tested had up to 60% more
tar than MERIT MERIT
still delivered as much—
or more—taste.
Repeat: delivered as much
or more
MERIT Unprecedented
flavor at one of the
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Muff, Blasingame Key Racer
Win Over Missouri Southern
py MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Fred Overton sat there and
looked up at the scoreboard.
His Murray State team, ob-
viously a better one than
Missouri Southern, sputtered
and chugged and just couldn't
seem to get in gear.
"I was thinking about old
Adolph Rupp," Overton said
in the locker room following
the Racers' 69-66 victory over
the visiting Lions.
"We didn't have an
Academy Award performance
but 20 years from now, nobody
will ever know the difference.
Save 11
tv•i•• Sears
110S1 sot r.4.1.1 te.1 ply
od- 565
to
on a set of 4
Steel-Belted
RADIALS








Cal Sears today tor Radials to fit you car at sale prices
CUT $4.5







Call Seas I,4a Ii i beery
le hl 957 tie
PrIre expires thanwitet 22.i 1117*
• Prices Ns Cala. Prins • Delivery, lailillybem bhp
Sears
00•11111R1
Sears Catalog Sales Office
Sorthside Shopping Center 753-2310
In the record book, it will say
we won the game," Rupp once
said after his Kentucky
Wildcats had a rather poor
showing.
The Racers had reasons for
their rather poor showing.
Junior jumping jack Donnell
'Skeeter" Wilson was hobbled
on a badly swollen ankle and
saw only,litnited playing time.
He injured the ankle in the win
over Butler Saturday and had
not practiced since.
Senior swingman Grover
Woolard, like Wilson, also
injured his ankle and had not
practiced. Even yet, Woolard
still managed to score eight
points and grab 11 rebounds.
It was senior Zach
Blasingame and junior Mike
Muff who took up the slack.
Muff fired in 22 points and
pulled off a game-high 14
rebounds and carried the
Racers' offensive punch for
most of the game.
Blasingame, making his
second consecutive start,
added 21 points and had five
rebounds.
"We didn't really get up for
the game like we did Saturday
against Butler," Muff said.
"Of course we were hurt
speed-wise because Skeeter
and Grover weren't able to go
full speed and we just couldn't
run like we did Saturday,"
said the always-smiling Muff.
It was not an exciting game
until the final six minides or
so.
Murray held a 61-52 lead
with 6:26 left in the game. Two
minutes later, it was 61-60 and
the crowd, which had only
come to life once in the game
and that was when Muff
somehow Missed a dunk shot,
began to make noise.
Blasingame bulled his way
inside and went up over
Missouri Southern's 6-10
Russell Bland for a layup to
give Murray a 63-60 edge. The
Lions missed a shot and Tom
Leffler swept the boards and
the Racers went down and
increased the lead to 65-60
when Woolard hit two free
throws with 2:34 left in the
contest.
In the final 90 seconds, the
Racers went into a four-corner
offense, a move that was
never really popular last year.
However, freshman guard
Lenny Barber wasn't around
last year to run the four-
-
**********************
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cheered the four-corner of-
fense and the Racers stalled
away the rest of the game.
'The dunk shot?" said Muff.
"It just slipped out. Boy I.
was really surprised when
that happened. But since it
was sort of funny, I didn't let it
bother me any."
Muff had another chance for
a dunk shot with 21 seconds
left in the game when he hit
from under off the four-corner
to make it 69-64 but he elected
to go for the layup instead.
"They were a scrappy
team," Overton said of
Missouri Southern, which fell
to 3-2 on the season with the
loss.
"They were a better club
than I gave them credit for.
We're going to have to get our
kids full strength before we
are at our best.
"There was no action in our
play in the first half. We didn't
have any enthusiasm,"
Overton added.
The spark for the Racer win
was 6-4 sophomore Tom
Leffler who came off the
bench to score four points and
grab three rebounds in an -
eight-minute stretch late in
the game.
"He came in and played
really well. The thing he did to
get his field goal was to get
down the court on the fast-
break. We try to flood the
lanes and get easy shots at the
end of the break.
"They are there every time
for the guy who wants to
hustle. Tom's basket was
about the only one we had like
that.
"I was really proud of him,
he certainly deserves some
playing time," Overton added.
In the first half, Overton ran
players in and out of the game
like sailors running into town
on a Saturday night pass. At
intermission, the Racers held
a 38-31 edge.
"I'm always looking for a
group to spark us," Overton
said.
"I like to play a lot of people
in the first half then in the
second half, play the five
people who look like they are
really ready to play ball," he
added.
Besides Leffler, 6-11 junior
Danny Jarrett also looked
good. He hit a key field goal in
the final minute to give
Murray a 67-62 lead. Jarrett,
who shot just once in the
game, had five rebounds
Hagan Raged At
Probation Report
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP —
University of Kentucky
Athletic Director Cliff Hagan
has termed as "wild
speculation" reports that
athletic sanctions have been




Wednesday that the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) has
imposed penalties against UK
football and basketball
programs for the '1976-77
schixirfaf as a result of an
investigation.
"The university's position is
that we won't comment on the
matter until it has run its full
course," Hagan said. "When
that happens, we will com-
ment:
"But at present, we're still •
in a holding process," Hagan
added.
According to the report, the
UK football program has been
placed on probation foi7 two
years, although actual san-
ctions will be imposed for only
one year.
Under the sanctions, the
Wildcats will not be allowed to
participate in any post-season
football bowl games or
televised games next season,
the report said.
In addition, five of UK's 30
football scholarships will be
forfeited for one year, ac-
cording to the report.
The NCAA's sanctions made
no mention of disciplinary
action against UK football
coach Fran Curti, the report
said.
The only penalty imposed
against UK's basketball
program is a reduction of
scholarships allowed next
year, the report said.
during his brief stint of play.
The Racers, now 3-2 on the
season, will host Arkansas
College Saturday. At 5:15
p.m., the Murray State women


















Hill   1-4 6-1
Barber 1-5 0-0






























5-5 5 3 21
0-2 5 2 2
4-6 11 4 I
2-2 1 3 6
0-0 2 1 2







KEY BUCKET —Murray's 6-11 center Danny Jarrett goes up over 6-10 Russell Blond to sears his
only two points of the game and give Murray a five-point lead in the final 90 seconds of the win
over Missouri Southern Wednesday.
(Staff Photos by Mitts Brandea)
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Mar-Kel Lighting Factory Outlet Store's
$5" HOLIDAY SALE
LIGHT UP YOUR FAVORITE LOVED ONES CHRISTMAS
Give Her A New Look For Her Domain With A Lamp
g BUY ONE OF THE LAMPS FROM THE
GROUPS SHOW BELOW AT OUR REGULAR










IN BRILLIANT RAINBOW COLORS
VI;;ArlitCVICTOC-V
INTAGLIO..
HAND CARVED AND HAND PAINTED—
FIRED TO A BRILLIANT BEAUTIFUL GLAZE
t(12PWC-142WC-10CTOCV
1R-1 BON/ S
MATCHING BOUDOIR LAMPS MAY BE PURCHASED FOR
ONLY $5.00
Pit 'S 20e'r OFF
OUR ELEGANT SELECTION OF WOOD TABLE LAMPS. 
LOOKING FOR THAT SPECIAL GIFT?
Come in and browse over our novelty basketball and foot- (0
ball swags, wicker headboards, mirrors and many more. tti
GIFT CER11FICATES ,1BLE
SALE STARTS THUR.-FR1.-SAT.
iSTORE HOURS-10 A.M. til 5 P.M. Thursday and Friday Sunday 1 P.M. til 5 P.M.
lilt LOCATED ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE PARIS, TENNESSEE
szitekaaliataldtetWiNgalidhatiaalitaletaietsloi
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Scott Signs Contract With Bosox
LOS ANGELES (API —
Boston Red Sox officials are
breathing easier today happy.
beCause slugging first
baseman George Scott is
But it wasn't easy to
e e - cieditiveal
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Also avanoblo in colors
Prices expire December 22, 197,4
• Pekes me Csieke Nees • kilter'', loslallalies free
Sears Catalog. Sales Office








Scott appeared steadfast in
balking about -his contract
after being sent from the
Milwaukee Brewers, along
with outfielder Bernie Carbo,
to Boston for first baseman
Cecil Cooper Monday. And
there was a possibility that the
trade might be called off, Red
Sox officials said.
But Red Sox assistant
general manager John
Claiborne, after an unfruitful
visit with Scott's agent, Gary
Walker, in 'Phoenix Wed-
nesday, returned to the
baseball meetings in Los
Angeles and announced late
Wednesday night that Scott
had agreed to terms, despite
his agent's advice to the
contrary.
Walker' had been trying to
land a five-year contract with
a considerable increase for
Scott, who already had signed
his 1977 contract with
Milwaukee, worth a reported
$138,000.
There was one majo'r
transaction and two minor
deals Wednesday. The San
Diego Padres obtained
slugging outfielder George
Hendrick from the Cleveland
Indians for outfielder Johnny
Grubb, catcher Fred Kendall
and infielder Hector Torres.
The Chicago Cubs landed
outfielders Greg Gross from
the Houston Astros and Jim
Dwyer from the New York
Mets. The Cubs sent Julio
Gonzalez, a minor league
infielder, to Houston and sold
outfielder-first baseman Peter
LaCock to Kansas City. The
Mets are to receive from
Kansas City ra player to be
named later.
The American and National
leagues- went into separate
sessions today in an effort to
solve their pressing problems,
the most important of which
are the escalating contracts















Finally Winning Over Gators
,By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Coach Al McGuire of
Marquette calls it a "White
Knuckles" game. Butch Lee is
less colorful with his
language. "Just plain tough,"
says the Warriors' guard.
Whatever it is, the first road
game of the college basketball
season always is rough, no
matter how good a team is.
The nation's second-ranked
team found that out Wed-
nesday night.
Marquette, rated vastly
superior to Florida, struggled
throughout before subduing
the Gators 64-61 with the help
of Lee's 19 points and a strong
defense.
"I thought they were going
to crack four or five times, but
they wouldn't," said McGuire.
"After a while, I began to
think that we would, crack.
When you play your. away-
from-home opener, it's
usually white knuckles. We
.lost it the last two years."
"There was no way we
thought the game was going to
be this tough," said Lee. "We
didn't study Florida enough.
But to win our first game on
NEW YORK (API — Even
though Lou - Piniella fails to
play regularly with the Nos
York Yankees, the 32-year-old
Tampa, Fla.,. outfielder ..calls
Yankee manager 'Billy Martin
"the best manager in base-
ball."
"I've been watching Martin
manage since he began in 1968
with Denver when I played
with Portland in the Pacific
Coast League. Then when I was
with Kansas City, Bill managed
Minnesota, Detroit and Texas
and always got the most out of
his players." And, Piniefla
adds, "when I came up to the
Yankees in a deal. Martin had
the Texas Rangers. I've always
admired the moves he's made.




To be given away with the purchase of any American Motors car or




on Any New 
;er or Pacer Wagon4.4f
49,0100
Fil AMC
Open Evenings By Appointment
Contact Paul Garland for the Best Buy in Town!
ICain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road 153-6448
the road is always good."
Florida Coach John Lotz
found , Marquette a "class
team" despite McGuire's
remark that "I don't think
we're the second-best team in
the country. They just put us
there."
In other college basketball
action, No. 8 Cincinnati
defeated Bowling Green 67-63;
No. 9 Arizona trounced Adams
State 115-55; 11th-ranked
Wake Forest stopped William
& Mary 90-84 in overtime; No.
12 North Carolina trounced
Athletes In Action 99-86; 14th-
'rated Louisville outscored
Idaho State 89-68; No. 17
Maryland beat East Carolina -
80-69, and No. 18 Southern
Illinois blitzed Millikin 82-45.
The Marquette-Florida
game was close throughout.
Both teams played tough
defense and controlled of-
fense. The Warriors finally
cemented the victory on Lee's






• Compare at $4.99 a
yard
• Full bolts, 45" wide
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RISTMAS GIFTS SALE








Reg 229 95 21-151
Save a whopping 30% on Realistic s top-of-the-line
base station that doubles as a mobile! Features a
digital clock that turns 23 ch'annel rig on at any
pre-set time Wake nup Santa! •
and you Can r.a.i These two credit cards are
's
honored a, Dart,c,pat4n5
Radio Shack stores Other_
credo Wens ,oar also 































































149 95 9 21-161
Realistic s TRC-61 is easy to use because EVERY
'control is built into the speakerlmfke handset.
Separate 1V2)5%1x7 ' cabinet is small enough to
hide in the glovebox Al 'Original gift never-before








• UHF, VHF-HilLo, Aviation, Marine
FM, AM and 2 Shortwave Bands'
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SMART SANTAS SHOP THE SHACK EARLY! STORES OPEN LATE NITES 'TIL CHRISTMAS!
Store Hours:
10-9 Mon. thru Sat.
1-6 Sunday Olympic Plaza
A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY
00, ...RIO MOO Or. MI
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12th Street Ext.
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Louisville Romps To Easy Win, Morehead
Edges Troy State, Evansville Tops WKU
By MANUEL SCHIFFRES
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)—
You're a college basketball
team and your team shoots
62.3 per cent in a runaway
victory. All you want to talk
about is offense. Right?
Wrong, if your name is
Denny Crum and your
Louisville team has just
squashed Idaho State 89-68.
DUNCAN DRIVES—Freshman guard Duncan MI (25) of the
Racers drives in to shoot and draws a foul on Bob Corn (14) of
Missouri Southern. In the background is Donnell "Skeeter"









Lay-Away Now For Christmas
214 No. 15M St none 753-3242
Free Parking
8 30 to 5:00 Mon.-Sat
Instead, Crum, who said his
team played "by far" its best
game of the year Wednesday
night, wanted to talk about
Louisville's defensive per-
formance.
"Defensively, we were just
superb," said Crum, whose
14th-rated Cardinals are now
3-1 for the season. "Our effort
was just outstanding."
The key to the victory, Crum
said, was his team's ability to
keep the ball away from the
visitors' "big guy," Steve
Hayes, a 7-foot center who
scored 57 points in the
Bengals' first three games.
Referring to Louisville's
own 7-0 center, Q.= said,
"Ricky Gallon did a real good
job fronting him. It was just
about the best game he's
played this season. ,
"And the rest of the team
sagged real well on (Hayes),"
Crum added.
Idaho State Coach Jim
Killingsworth agreed with
Crum, saying that Lnhisville's
defensive effort was the major
difference between Wed-
nesday's game and last year's
contest at Idaho State, which
Louisville won 52-51 in double
overtime.
"They just played real well.
defensively," said
Killingsworth, whose squad is
, now 2-2. "Their weak side help
was real good and they put a
lot of pressure on the ball. We
Prescription
Specialists
just couldn't pass the ball and
move the way we wanted to.
"They put together a hell of
a game. If they keep that up,
they should be in the top four
at the end of the year."
Killingsworth said he was
also impressed by touisvWe's
offensive effort, particularly
the performances of forwards
Wesley Cox and Larry
Williams.
Overall, the Cardinals shot
62.3 per cent-70 per cent in
the second half—but it was
clearly Williams and Cox,
each with 18 points, who led
the show.
Cox, a 6-7 senior, hit on six of
the nine shots, while Williams
was nine of 12. In addition,
Williams, a 6-8 sophomore
collected 10 rebounds, the high
for Louisville. Hayes and
guard Scott Gould led Idaho
State with 14 points each.
Williams worked par-
ticularly well from the
baseline, hitting a half-dozen
jumpers from within 10 feet of
the basket. Fodr of his buckets
came during a spurt at the
start of the second half which
increased Louisville's lead
from 43-33 at intermission to
66-41
In other Kentucky college
basketball games, Evansville
whipped Western Kentucky
78-61, Morehead beat Troy
JUST OVER—loch Blasingame just manages to get the boll
y
over the fingertips of 6-10 Russell Blond. Blosingome, a 6-4 You can win $25 worth of
senior, fired in 21 points for the Racers in an impressive per groceries. Register for the weeklyKWIK-PIK  MARKETS formonce. drawing at KWIK-PIK
(Staff Photos b Me Brandon,
State 74-70, Murray topped
Missouri Southern 69-66,
Oakland defeated Kentucky
Wesleyan 85-84, Berea beat
Centre 94-57 and Cumberland
downed Wilberforce 77-61.
Evansville took an early
lead against Western and,
with Jeff Frey contributing 24
points and Mike Platt adding
16, established a margin they
never lost.
Western, now 2-3, trimmed
the lead to 37-34 early in the
second half, but could not
overcome the visitors.
The Hilltoppers' Bill Scillian
and John Ed Washington of
Evansville were ejected from
the game for flagrant fouls in
the second half — a mark that
broke the short-lived, Western
momentum.
Dave McConico and Dennis
Jordon scored 10 points each
for Western.
Morehead posted its third
win of the season by holding
off Troy State with the 26-point
scoring of senior guard Ted
Hundley. Sophomore Herbie
Stamper added 49 for the
Eagles.
Troy was led by Carl Hollis
with n points and Marvin
Sales, who added 20.
SPORTS
(In RH%) I114.1 u inn •)
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• Given Away FREE each
fit‘' week until Christmas Day







We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better our chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be
held Monday niorning on
Nov. 22 —Chris Porker












We are the only prescription specialists in
Murray. As a result, your prescription is
our only concern, as it should be. We still
do, and always will, offer you more for
your prescription dollar.
Clinic Pharmacy
"The Pharmacy With The Drive-In Window"
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"Everything for that SPORT IN YOUR Life!"
* Tennis
Rackets by Head, Wilson, Dunlop,
Davis, Spalding
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McAdoo Sits On Bench
As Braves Drop Game
By HANK LOWENKRON
AP Sports Writer
The Buffalo Braves may
have been running a test
pattefn Wednesday night
when Bob McAdoo sat on the
bench watching his team lose
to the Philadelphia 76ers.
The Braves announced
earlier in the day they would
try and resolve their contract
differences with McAdoo,
halting talks to send him to
another club.
After Philadelphia opened a
61-45 lead in the first half,
Buffalo Coach Tates Locke
kept McAdoo, the National
Basketball Association's
scoring leader each of the past
three seasons, on the bench for
most of the second half.
McAdoo, who scored 42
points and pulled down 29
tebounds Tuesday night,
finished *ith 15 points as
guards Lloyd Free and Henry
tlibby combined to score 38
points toward a 123-102
Philadelphia victory.
Celtics 104, Trail Blazers 95
Sidney Wicks made things
rough for the team he played
for the past five seasons,
grabbing 14 rebounds and
scoring 19 points as Boston
Siapp4I Portland's five-game
winnir streak. Seventeen of
Iiis po nts came in the second
half.
Laker Game Friday
'To Be Played Here
The Mayfield-Calloway
County basketball game
which will be played Friday
will be in Calloway's Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Several of the pocket
schedules have the game to be
played at Mayfield.
The Lakers are 4-3 on the
season while the tall and
talented Cardinals will carry a













• p.m we Wiles Prim
• talvarr. WNW. Ian
evabar fiord IL 1911
Sean Cala* Saks Office
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Jo Jo White paced Boston
with 21 points, while Por-
tland's Maurite Lucas led all
scorers with 25.
Knicks 105, Nets 95
Rookie Lonnie Shelton had
his best game as a pro with
individual highs of 31 points
and 21 rebounds for the
Knicks, who were led by Earl
Monroe's 37 points.
SuperSonics 109, Bullets 99
Leonard Gray came off the
bench and scored 21 points as
Seattle recorded its second
victory in 13 road games.
Pistons
Pistons 107, Bulls 101
Al Eberhard, playing with a
,fractured right toe, made five
baskets in the last period as
Detroit extended its home
unbeaten streak to seven, two
short of the club record.
Suns 116, Rockets 95
Paul Westphal scored 23
points as Phoenix ended
Houston's eight-game winning
streak, but the victory could
be costly. Center Alvan
Adams, last season's NBA
Rookie of the Year, re-injured






Fearless Foursome . n 11
Born Losers 27 13
Funky Mantles 25 15
Misfits 20 30




















High Ind. Game 1SC )
Men
James Holland  193
Bob Nance 192
Bob Nance  190
Women
Kathy Zea  189
Vickie Holland  185
Jane HoiOtan  169
11:0 Ind. Game INC )
Men
James Holland.. . ........ . 231
Bob Nance 227














Vickie Holland .........  448
Nancy Todd 441
/Ugh Ind. Series ) HC )
Men
James Holland 639
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Special Sale - Special Books
The Christian Book Center
808 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
New Books — Sure to Be Best Sellers!
Total Joy
by Marobel Morgan ( Author of Total Woman
$452Reg. $6.95 Now
Running The
Good Race Reg. $5.95
by Anita Bryant sem
Bob Green Now -r*,)
35% off
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Going Out Of Business Sale
















3 Days Only Special
Tnur Any . :ri. - i,flt. Dt'r i)
Our Way to Say
Merry Christmas
Hickory Smoked Bar B.O. Ribs Order
Hickory Smoked Bar B.O. Chicken (
Catfish Special
Steak For 2 People (32 oz
Includes Salad Bar.
Loaf of Fresh Baked Bread,
Choice of Potato


























"Call Us And Order Your Bar-B-0 For Christmas" 753-0303
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

































*Manufacturer's suggested retail price
for base six-cylinder Aspen wagon,
excluding options, destination charge,
taxes, and title fees-. Wheel covers ($32)
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or 0arei use C/PmPaCt a',..laslOrrN
It Iv* and easy to use CsAI fOr tO•eign
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On the go. 04 0 the offrce. get Sot to
Go A lightweight. traveling harraet-
ter containing 5 popular jumbo size
rollers for 5 minute, r011-up Now
wherever yoi, are you re ready tOg.
mitt bouncy curls—in minutes,
Model 5K-S-S
4110P •
ge-ra • Iee-F.V.,,r41, 01:110'
103




KINDNESS DELUXE 3-WAY HAIRSETTER
by CLAIROL
• CONDITION MIST • WATER MIST
• REGULAR SETS
Now-SET YOUR MAIM 3 WAYS!
ContanS 20 eaCloSive assorted KINDNESS'
rOlterS to PaeriOnt tangling and oroyyde rwons
beautiful. longer-lasting curls
Places-inore mo•sture o, the hair for a longer-
iasting and s.I•ier ser
• storage coMpartmerit for cord and clips
Convenient ON-OFF switch and READY tight
i-ittoey 6 tiz CM,-• Corroirrtartir• ti
Say-Rite's
Low Price











































The High POINfif Reerbeirsh
Pretty Pow..', the V4T, round hairdryer A M A Yrs r",i power packed
,nto a ;leek and easy 10 tise shan• that rant,,- hr Ike your harbrUS•









The AN Purpose Lighted latrrer
Who's the la-rest of thern ail' You are when you make-up 
with this
all-purpose lighted mirror With as modem functional design can be
Placed on a table or hung on a wall a comes w VI re
gular and
magnMying mirrors and has an easy access 40-watt bulb Its glare. tree















The New Short. Lightweight Stearn Wier
• Baby sze just 9 inches iortg.lor easier handling
• Quick ten second curl,* th or hithout steam
• Trgesparent heataniald for easy storage













son of a gun
The Professional Lightweight Dryer by Clairol
' ?Cr wafts of power packed into an incredibry lightweight unit
E yrr a wide noute provides greater a mow Comes with foldabte
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Edward L. Crooks of
Hamlin, Pine Bluff Shores,
died Wednesday at 11:50 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 34
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Catholic
Chufch, arid was a retired
railroad switchman. He had
made his home with his son,
Darrell Crooks of Hamlin, for
the past 21/2 years coming here
from Knox, Ind. Born
February 14, 1892, in
Wisconsin, he was the son of
the late Edward L. and
Catherine Crooks.
Survivors are his son,
Darrell Crooks, Hamlin;
daughter, Mrs. Robert (Gail)
Daniels, Park Forrest, nl.;




The body has been sent to
the Harry Price Funeral
Home, Knox, Ind. Funeral
services will be held at Knox
on Monday at ten a.m. with
burial to follow in the Crown
Hill Cemetery there.
The Blalock-Coleman




Final rites for Mrs. Annie
Morton Stalls, widow of 0th
Truman Stalls, of Hazel Route
Two will be held Friday at two
p.m. at the Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God
with the Revs. Bill Pryor and
John W. Stalls officiating and
music by the John W. Stalls
Family and the Melody Notes.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mrs. Stalls died at the age of
72 on Tuesday at.the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Huel Jon's,
Murray, and Mrs. Eugene
Peal, Hazel Route Two; three
sons, Buel E., Sr., and Reale





Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.2, up 0.1.
Below dam 303.0, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.0,
down 0.1.
Below dam 308.1, up 4.8.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:57.
Moon rises 5:49 p. m., sets









I The Amana Touchmatic Radarange Microwave Oven rev-
olutionizes microwave cooking. Makes microwave cooking
simple as 1-2-3.
Aislow you can program defrost and slo-cook ... or defrost
and cook ... in combination.
• Clean-up is quick, too, because you cook on sers ing plates,
or paper plates!
• Only the food gets hot. So you and the kitchen stay. cool.
• Stainless steel oven interior wipes clean in a-jiffy, because
splatters don't bake on. -
• Big enough to roast a 20 pound turkey.
• Digital clock on the control panel displays the time in big
bright numbers. When cooking, it's a split second timer that
shows remaining cooking time. Then when cooking's done
—it "remembers" and displays the time of day ... auto-
matically.
• The Radarange oven saves energy. Uses 50 to 75' ; less
electricity than a. conventional range!
If it doesn't say Ancona
- it's not a 7--- a-cia,t42.47-e
MtCPOWAVE OVEN







Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Grace Miller
Ager, age 80, formerly of Lynn
Grove, who died December 8
at Silver Springs, Md.
She was the last of eleven
children of the late William B.
Miller and Sally Ann Myers
Miller. Born July 28, 1896, in
Calloway County, she was
married to Harry Ager who
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Ager is survived by one
son, Harry Ager, Jr., of Silver
Springs, Md., two sisters-in-
law, Mrs. Maude Miller of
Murray and Mrs. Murrell
Neal of Lynn Grove, and three
local nephews, Gerald
Waldrop, Homer Miller,
Cliford Miller, and one local
niece, Mrs. Ophie Lee Steele.
Funeral services will be
held in Silver Springs, Md.,
with burial to follow in the




The funeral services for
Mrs. Rebecca Crouse of
Murray Route Two are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. 'John
Hicks officiating,
Serving as pallbearers are
Cecil Trimble, Rudy, Clifton,
and Conrad Hutson, and Hugh
and Charles Henson. Burial
will be in the Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Mrs. Crouse, age 88, widow
of Robert Crouse who died
July 27, 1968, died Tuesday at
nine p.m. at the National
Health Enterprise Center,
Paducah. She was a member
of the Union Grove Church of
Christ, and the daughter of the
late David Sylvester Trimbiri
and Annie Pace Trimble.
The Calloway County
woman is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Ovid
(Roberta) Suiter, Murray
Route Two, and Mrs. Bobby
(Ann) Moore, Reidland; one




The funeral for Mrs. Ivan
(Christine) Rudolph will be
field Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating
and Gus Robertson, Sr., as
soloist.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery. Friends may
call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Rudolph, age 67, died
Wednesday at five a.m. at her
home, 1662 Ryan Avenue,
Murray. She was the daughter
of the late Leslie and Lucy
Bynum Smith of Calloway
County, and was a member of
the First Baptist Church.
She is survived by her
husband, Ivan Rudolph, to






David E. McGinnis and Waldo
F. Brines, both of Murray,
were among 30 TVA Public
Safety Officers who received
certificates of completion at
the end of a three-week
training school held On the
campus of Cleveland State
Community College recently.
They are assigned to
Kentucky Dam.
The school .offered in-
struction on the various duties
and the responsibilities of
TVA Public Safety Officers.




. Dec. 4th - Dec. 22
9:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Burger Queen and Boone Coin
Laundry Parking [11. North 12th
------We-AppreciateltourSuppart-
I( All Proceeds Support Youth Activities
in Murray & Calloway County
Tvwwwwwwww wor wew ww wows ww wag low corm( ow raw mow war vs* vsw les vszic rearwarow smog
Herschel Evans'
Funeral Is Today
The final rites for Herschel
Evans, age 81, retired farmer
of Farmington, are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Horne,
Mayfield, with Bro. Harry
Yates and Bro. James
Shockley officiating,
Burial will be in the Far-
mington Cemetery.
Pallbearers are Donald and
Tommy Bentley, Rodney
Evans, Kenneth 'Smith,' Earl
Boyer, and Bill Nelson.
Mr. Evans died Tuesday at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
- He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Grace Wesson Evans,
Farmington; one daughter,
Mrs. Fred Butterworth,
Murray Route One; step-
daughter, Mrs. Kathryn
Bentley, Memphis, Tenn.; one
son, Harrison Evans,







Sammy Lee tlayton of
Puryear, Tenn., died Wed-
nesday at eleven p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
His death at the age of 38
followed an extended illness.
He was a member of the Mt.
Pleaiant United Methodist
Church. Born January 10,
1938, in Hentry, 'County, Term.,
he was the son of Woodard and
Mary Lee Underwood
Clayton, who survive.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with the
Rev. Jake Smithmier and the
Rev. Tom Perkins officiating.
Burial will be in the Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends May call at the
funeral home.
Services Are Today
For C. F. Moody
- - •
Services for Charles'
Franklin Moody, Sr., were
held this morning at 10:30
a.m. at the New Liberty
Church of Christ with burial in
the church cemetery.
Mr. Moody, age 78, died
ruesday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
'renn. He was a retired farmer
of Route One, Buchanan,
Tenn., and a member of the
New Concord Church of
Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Opal Coleman Moody; two
daughters, Mrs. Tressa Green
and Mrs. Sue Gream .
Springville, Tenn.; three sons,
Charles F., Jr., Paris, Tenn.,
Joe Pat, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and Fred, Allen Park, Mich.:
two stepsons, Joe Pat
Coleman and Mack Coleman.
New Concord; two sisters,
three brothers, thirtee`n
grandchildren, and four great
grandchildren.
z
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-10E E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
7534434
4 .
Mill --- MIN Ell MEM NM MI EMI ell1111M OM =I —MO IIMI NM lib
, Are you wondering what to give your friends, relatives, or business associates-for Christmas?
Why not make it one of Col. Lee's award winning country hams? In the post eight years Col. Lee's
has been judged Grand Champion on three different occasions, and first place winner in the group of
four hams on four other occasions, at the Kentucky State Fair.
Yes, our hams are slightly higher than some of the others you con buy. From now until
Christmas our hams will be selling for '1.69 per pound. You may pick out your oviti country ham from
thousands on display if you like. The weights range from 13 to 18 pounds, and there is no charge for
slicing, wrapping, or boxing.
. We will be happy to ship (or prepare for you to ship) one or more of our hams anywhere in the
world. Also, we will be glad to enclose any card or greetings you might choose. The shipping charges
vary according to the location shipped.
Example-Charges based on a 14 lb. ham: Detroit, Michigan '2.57-Miami, Florida '2.99-Denver,
Colorado '2.99-Los Angeles, California '4.96 . This includes all insurance, shipping, and handling charges.
Col. Lee's will be open from 7:00am to 6:00pm from now until December 24th. If you are unable
to corrie by our sales room we will be happy to take your order by phone and quote you the price on
any size country ham shipped to any destination.
We are located '/2 mile south of the 4-way stop on highway 641 in Hardin, Ky.
COL. LEE'S COUNTRY HAMS
Hardin, Kentucky 42048 phone 437-4145
%mom ow on on mo so no so nom EN so on ano No no mom no om uom no mon 00
This Christmas 
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --
The Jefferson County Board of
Education will go to court
-todil to seek an injunction
ending an 11-day-old strike by
the school system's 5,860
teachers, a board spokesman
sa s
, ever. that would not
end the strike," according to
June Lee, president of the
strikuir Jefferson County
Teachcrs Association r JCTA
Mrs. Lee said WednesilaY
that .• the teachers will remain
on the picket lines until an
agreement is reached" on a
new contract.
We want an injunction
ordering them back to work,"
said David Vogel, a board
spokesman. "If the schools
are reopened and teachers
don't show up it will erode
what little support they have."
The school system's 118,000








 .n.,, f. loogierl lo SA,
MICHELSON'S
tended Thanksgiving holiday
since the strike began on Nov.
30.
Vogel said that board at-
torney Preston Young would
ask for an injunction ordering
the teachers to end the strike
at the system's 165 schools and
other facilities.
The teachers, 4,500 of whom
are JCTA members, already
have one court ruling against
them. Jefferson Circuit Judge
Charles Leibson Wednesday
ordered that pickets be
limited to five at each school.
However, Leibson also
ordered the school board not
to "intentionally or
recklessly" 'interfere' with
teachers on the picket lines.
Mrs. Lee and other JCTA
officials have accused school
officials of harassing pickets.
Vogel said the board will ask
the court today to enforce a
1970 permanent injunction
banning a teachers strike,
which the teachers have
ignored.
When asked if the teachers
would allow themselves to be
assested at picket lines today,
Mrs. Lee said: "If they really
do come out with an injunction
we would seek advice from
our attorney.
"But at this time we are
saying that we will stay out,"
she added.
Meanwhile, negotiations to
end the dispute resumed
Wednesday after' a two-day
recess.
Letha Patterson of Hazard,
a voice major at Myrray
State University, will present
her senior recital on the
campus Wednesday, Dec.
15.
Scheduled at 8:15 p. m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the mezzo
soprano by Bach, Haydn,





To show our appreciation for your
business during 1976 we are 
fering a.. . 
lof-31v)1\
10% DISCOUNT
On All In Stock
PARTS
During December  1
We have in stock a complete bete of John
Deere Toys
J-D Equipment
Paris Rd. - Mayfield, Ky.
247-4456
The Only Authorized John Deere
Equipment Dealer in Gram County
••
CORRECTION
The Big lohn's CASH POT is never less tha 1 S1100.00
The Mazola Oil should have read quart bottle S1.1;
We regret any inconvenience. these errors might
haw caused
BIG JOHN'S
Crossword Puzzler Answe, WWednesday s
ACROSS language
3 Worm
1 Newsp•pera 4 Deposits
collectively 5 Packs away




12 Chnstien 8 Doctrine
festival 9 Short jacket
14 French art,- 10 Teattly
cM 11 Coagulates
15 Hail 13 Married
17 Be dull and again
9P'ntiess 16 Animal s
18 Grain feet
20 Mops 19 Binds
23 At present 21 Greek letter 36 Sufficient
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Compact mobile CB Transcekver
Modest price, small size, big perfoanance. 23-channel CBtwo-way radio features the latest- technological advancesincluding Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuitry.
• RF power output: 4 want maximum • Phase Lock Loon (P1.1)
circuitry synthesizes ail 23 channels. All necessary crystals in-
cluded • Volume, variable Squelch, switchabte Automatic Noise
Limiter (ANL) controls • Transmit/Modulation light • Channel indi-
cator light • Automatic maximum modulation circuit • Push-to-talk
dynamic mike with coiled cord • Jack for external 8T3eaker • Com-
pact size: 594" vs,-r H, 85k" D • 3' dynamic speaker • Power
required: 12 VDC pos or neg. ground • FCC license required
Lay-Away For Christmas
We Service G.E. Radios We Sell
$8495
Murray Appliance






















Prices Good thru Dec. 11
Open Evenings By Appointment
Marcile's Fashions g
816 Coldwater Rd.
awszciii=semws vacua watz mita mit:2cm watwowareztasacsaR
CHRISTMAS GIFT BONANZA
Don't Forget To Register For FREE GIFTS To Be Given Away Dec. 24th.
Listed Below Are But A Small Sample Of The Largest And Most Complete Inventory In A 250-Mile
Radius Of Paducah. You Must See To Believe The Many Bargains In Our Vast Showroom!
LIVING ROOM SUITES
Over 300 To Choose From









We Corry A Fun Selection Of Coordinated Groupings
DINING ROOM SUITES APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
Name Brands You Know and Trust
Over 35 To Choose From • WHIRLPOOL • NORGE • TAPPAN • ORBAN • LITTON • ETC.















Over 75 To Choose From
All Styles and Fabrics









Compare Our Prices Anywhere
wri 0-Atw-Atvocwoct:r.wrewcwit
i MICROWAVE OVENS DINETTE SETSN Send 7-Pc. Sets Over 75 In Stock
N At
Name Brands You Know and Trust Starting$ 5 888
N•LITTON *TAPPAN *SHARP X
NOW ON SALE
!COST +10%i
Ask Sales Personnel For Cooking Demonstration
X mvAvAvotvAt.votvlxwtwAvotcvgwgt
RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISIONS and STEREOS ,t
NOW ON SALE






All Sizes In Stock
Starting $9988
SETAt
We Corry Adtustoble BED FRAMES and HEADBOARDS
CARPET




NOTKE haw kutillethe Service awiistaki
+ 10 0 N "121 '14"% ARMSTRONG VINYL RUGS
We Maintain Our Own Service Department, We Nave All Factory Trained Personnel. 12x12' $24"
.iw.Av.Awtwtw.xtv.jzwt.v.jtwtwzwxw.jtv.xwtw.xw.A.Aw.xtvw.)j- 12' VINYL SHEET GOODS
Remember: Satisfaction After The Sale. Compare Our Prices Anywhere. We Guarantee You v, 1 2' x I 5' 
11 Huge Savings.
LANE RCA or Zenith 
$358
CEDAR CHESTS 12" Diag. TV
All Styles and Finishes
Largest Selection AnywherioLAMPS and SMOKERS
Over 100 To Choose From
Starting $ 1 288









WALL PIECES • GUN CABINETS
All Finishes






Includes: HEADBOARD, FRAME, BOX SPRINGS




Twin Size $1 68"
Standard 5188"
Queen '198"















Phone 442-5417 or 443-8265
Across Highway From Fabulous Formees Mor•
her Dtroctle in front of lowlio, Comoro! Tire
STORE HOURS:
9 AM to 8 PM
DAILY
1 PM to 5 PM
SUN.
All Merchandise Is
Subject To Stock On
Hand. We Cannot
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•
COLD WEATHER
Keep warm and cozy all winter and save
on heat bills too with a brick or stone
wood-burning fireplace.
ORDER YOUR FIREPLACE BY
DECEMBER 15, AND RECEIVE A 
$ rfiff
01112Malli r
HEAT CIRCULATOR  
with purchase of any
BRICK or STONE wood burning




TURN YOUR FIREPLAa INTO
A FUEL SAVING FURNACE.
first time available.
/1\
For existing fireplaces semitone NEAT 90X for only $119.95
INSTALLATION DATE PLANNED TO
FIT YOUR CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE!
CONTRACTORS .. We install or yotrinsValll
Com* by our showroom and see the boautiful styles and sizes to fit any building
or decorating scheme. Plus a complete line of glass screens and accessories for
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Capitol Hill Sex 1NANTADSFading To An End
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Capitol Hill sex scandal of 1976
is fading to an end. The
Justice Department has
closed its books on the case
and will not prosecute anyone
involved.
The scoreboard shows six
members of the House of
Representatives allegedly
were involved in various in-
cidents of sexual misconduct.
One was forced to resign
from the House, another Wei
convicted in a local court and
defeated for re-election, three
were re-elected and the voters
promoted one to the Senate.
Government prosecutors
investigated the allegations
against former Rep. Wayne L
Hays of Ohio and Rep. John
Young of Texas, but closed
both cases after concluding
the prosecutor lacked
evidence strong enough to
suppoit criminal charges.
The scandarbroke last May
when Elizabeth Ray clairneV
publicly that Hays kept her on
the government payroll as his
mistress. She insisted that she
did no government work,
seldom showed up at the office
and couldn't even type
While the charges were
making headlines, the
voluptuous 33-year-old blonde
produced a book about the
affair and capitalized on the
publicity to land a part in a
play in Chicago.
Hays finally admitted to a
relationship with Miss Ray but
insisted that her job with his
House Administration
Committee was legitimate.
Under pressure from his
colleagues, Hays stepped
down as chairman of the
committee, then later
resigned from the House.
Meantime, prosecutors in
the Justice Department's
public integrity section in-
vesttgated to determine
whether Hays should be
prosecuted for misusing
government money - Miss
Ray's $14,000 annual salary.
On Wednesday, Justice
Department spokesman
Robert Stevenson said Hays
was notified through his at-
torney that no criminal
charges will be brought
against him.
Soon after the Bays scandal
broke, Colleen Gardner
claimed that her former boss,
Rep. John Young, D-Tex.,
required her to have sex with
him as a condition for keeping
her staff job at premium pay.
Department investigators
looked into this case, too, but
Concluded last August that
there., was no evidence to
support criminal charges.
Young was re-elected in
November. •
Other stories of illicit sex
appeared and were con-
firmed, but none involved
members of • Congress






Funds are being collected to
help toward the expenses for
the burial rites and airfare of
Augustine Mansaray,
graduate student at Murray
State University and minister
of the Church of Christ, who
died Monday at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, according
to Bro_John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.,
Bro. Dale said many per-
sons have requested- „in-
formation regarding con-,
tributing to the Mansaray
fund, and said they may be
mailed to: Mansaray Fund,
Box 107, Murray, Ky.
Mr. Mansaray, age 30, from
Freetown, Sierra Leone, West
Africa, was i,n the United
States studying to get his
education in order to be self
supporting and to be able to
return to his home country to
teach in the public schools and
also to be able to teach The
Bible, a church spokesman
said. He was sponsored by the
Vultee Church of Christ,
Nashville, Tenn.
The cost for the tran-
sportation of the body of
Mansaray and air travel of his
wife, Hannah, and three
children, Regina, Adama, and
Samuel, will be about $5,000,
Bro. Dale said.
(STOCK MARKET)
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of






























Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M Simon Co are as follows
Induanial Avg .995
Airco 79'. • ' .
Amer. Motors 4 -½
Ashland Oil 32°. • '.
A. T. & T 631. •½
Ford 511L, + l½
Gel. Dynamics 52L. + .r.
Gen. Motors 731/2 +"
Goodrich . • 77', ,.'-
Gulf Oil , 29'. • N
Pennwalt... . 32 • 1
Quaker Oets 23.* .½
Repubbc Steel
Ringer 111'. • ' •
TaPPan   V, • - 4
. 111'. • .














bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
MISS YOUR PAPER?




ei The *array Lodger
Times by 5:30g. et. Meallbry•
Mem er by 3:30 p. m. is Suter-
days ere urged te call 753.1516
hotwoo. Slop...wid ag.
Meaday-Fridey, er 3:30 p. m..
old 4g. a. Saturdays, te inset,
&Ivory of tbe eewspoper Cads
west be placed by a p. a. eirita-














Pols°. Ccoltol . 753-7568
Senior Citizens . . 153-0919
Needline 753-NEED







Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
 '•imweel••••was.-
Aclii•rtosars or •
requested to check the?





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE •
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-




save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big













on and the Business
Office may be






























DEAR JAE: Please come
home... and on the way
back stop in at Murray
True Value Hardware
and pick up a gallon of
Tru-Test Latex Wall
Paint. It's on sale today,




Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th Street or call 753-
3123.






Cover Charge $2 led.
°pea 7 p.m. Clow 12 p.m








and retail. Used fur-





buy, sell or horsetrade,






5 lost And Found
LOST ON MSU campus
near book store, two











Knut Brockmann at 901-
642-9161.







Send resume in own ,
handwriting to P. 0. Box
32J, Murray.
CAR POOL needed to
Lourdes Hospital in
..l'acflicah. Five days per
week. Shift is 7 a m. - 3
p. m. Starting January










MUST be a superb
typist. MUST be willing
to learn to operate a
mag card typewriter.
Job available January
1977. Send brief resume
including telephone






















ditions and good fringe
benefit program in-
cluding retirement. Con-
tract Director of Nur-














forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 753-
9284.
.0 B. ri,. 0)017f, !,
MAKE EXTRA MONEY
in your spare time. Clip
newspaper articles. Get
$1.00 to $5.00 each. For
details send 25 cents and
stamped addressed
envelope to: S. Paschall









WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.




15 Articles For Sale
CLOTHES - Sizes girls
young junior teens




BATH TUB EN- .
CLOSURE Kits. Mar- •
bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
MIRROR SALE PLUS
glass showcase. Tub and
shower enclosures and
storm windows and
doors. M and G Com-
plete Glass, Dixieland
, Center. Call 753-0180.
AIR COMPRESSORS, 2
and- 5 •h.p. 80 gallon










$75.00. From an estate.
Call 753-2234.
REALIST CB Walkie
Talkie set, 3 channel
with channel 19 in-
cluded. One never used.
8100. Call 753-6062.
TYCO ELECTRIC train




• Call 753-0062 for further
details.
•
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15.Articles For Sale
KINGSWOOD burning





and mattress. 12 x 15
carpet, gold. 15 x 15
carpet, green. Call 753-
7803.
FIREWOOD $18.00 rick.
Call after 5, 753-2935.
10 x 7 METAL building.




condition. $100. Call 753-




ware. Five ply with
lifetime guarantee. 19
piece set. $249.95. This
may be the last month to
purchase at this low
price. Call 753-7644.











dition. Call after 5, 753-
0093.
TAPPAN portable dish-












table with six chairs.
One table with four
chairs. One table with
two chairs. Old Antique
train. Antique B-B gun.
Call 753-4716.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good












and Service, 500 Maple






tractor, 12 it. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
19,8 640 FORD combine.
Call 753-5612.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




Will keep you cozy this winter in this lovely three
bedroom two bath home with formal dining
room, large eat-in kitchen, living room, utility
room, den with wood burning fireplace and built
in bookshelves, attached 2-car garage with extra







Four requests have been received by
the Murray Planning Commission to
hold public hearings to rezone proper-
ty. Sid and Loretta Jobs, at 1200 and ,
1202 Sycamore St., and Mrs. J. M. Mar-
shall, at 412 S. 12th St., will be con-
sidered jointly to rezone their proper-
ties from R-2 (residential) to P.O. '
( Profession Office). Dr. Charles Clark,
at 307 S. 8th St., has proposed that his
property be rezoned from R-3 (residen-
tial) to P.O. (Profession Office). Mr.
e Wilson, at 302 N. 12th St., has
pro ed that his property be rezoned
from -3 (residential) to P.O.
( Professio Office). A public hearing
for all four p • . isals will be held on
Tuesday, Decemb r 21st at 7:00 p.m. in'
the Murray City 11 Bldg. All in-
terested parties are i ited to attend
this meeting. W. A. Fr. In, Chair-
man, Murray Planning
Steve Zea, Resident Planner, ty of
Murray, Kentucky.
National Company Needs
Experienced Life & Health
Insurance Agent
For Local Area
Marketing Life, Annuities, complete portfolio of
Pension Programs, Major Medical
Hospitalization and NI:in-Cancellable - Guaran-
teed Renewable Income Protection. If selected,
Leads and Workmen's Compensation furnished.
Also, group Life, Health & Income Protection
available. For additional information, call 1-502-
442-8017 or send resume to P. 0. Box 3088,




l!MPL OPE NTOFFICE 
1 Ile
'SLOW g4Y. JIMMY CARTERS OFICE




modified. Also 20 in.




Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
HAGSTROM electric
guitar. Call 753-0569.
'PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piarro
lessons. I've a. Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murry
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the





organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across














80 YARDS OF green




through Friday, One to 5
p.m.
FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 758-8944.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV Radio
CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.




con 'on. Also Sears 23
channl CB radio, an-
tenna included. Call 753-
2636 after 5:00.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1913 12 x NI Criterion,
underpinned, concrete
steps, back porch, air
condition, gas heat, and
stove. $6200. Call 753-
5807.
1975 SCHULTZ house
trailer. 14 x 70, all
electric. 14 x 18 built on
room. Call 437-4846.
21. Mobile Home Sales
1973 TOWN HOUSE, 12 x
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath




29 Mobile Home Rentals
NEW TWO BEDROOM
trailer all electric on 1/2.
acre lot. $110 plus
deposit. Call 753-3534.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. $85.00
month. Call 753-7304.
F8111 RENT NICE two
bedroom mobile home.
Fully furnished has
front porch and outside
storage building. Want




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
GARAGE for rent. Call
436-5560.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT -
pasture for three horses
in or near Almo, Ky.
Call 753-0553.




32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED apart-






country on private road.






furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
























ment for four girls, one
block from campus. Call
753-7575 or 753-0669.
FURNISHED APART-














available Dec. 20-Jan. 1,
ten miles out.














with no children or pets.
Call 492-8594 after 5:30 p.
m.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT 4,000 sq. ft.
shop and office, all or
half. Located off South
4th Street. Call 753-4857
days, 753-7244 nights.




building on Maui Street.
Good location for many





FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833_
FOR LEASE - Building,























puppies. 5 weeks old.
Will keep for you until
Dec. 24. Call 753-5309
after 5:00 p. m.
BEAGLE puppy 81/2




silver and also white.
Great for Christmas















1,500 sq. ft. Bargain
Barn. 13th and Main.
Saturday 9-4. Warm
winter clothing, coats,
table; $10.00, play pen,
$10 DO, new supply toys,
Christmas items.
FANTASTIC INDOOR
00130use sale. Moving must
sell. December Ilth and






items. From 8-5. _
41. Public Sale,





mower, odds and ends.
Call 7534382. Saturday
December 11. 9 a. m. - ?
43 Ftt,al
JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
features include 2





Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees • floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in






and small acreage with
or without buildings. U
you have the land we
have the buyers. Call
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 753-
5842.
Jest listed
3 Mamie, 2 berth, antral
heed & ear, his MO ff.




4 bedroom', 2 baths,
fireplace, den, central bent
& eft, weeded let neer
school.
lieme-Sbep Cseihiestiee
trim nice 3 bedroom" frame
bane ea Mayfield Hwy. His
Wee *slog room • hitchers,
casuists Mock shop is 30 ir
40. Col for more in-
fernsetiee.
We have 4 listings ie North
& 716 St. line priced
frau $7,000 te $17,230. If
yorr'r• int red in on
elder keine col is.




Saturday December 11, 10 a. m. oa Main Street in
heart of Hazel, Ky. at Starlings Antique Inc.
Will sell from walnut, oak and pine furniture. Queen
Ann front slant and other secretarys. China cabinet,
roll top desk, hall trees, dresser small drawers on
top, marble top washstancl -ginall piano, pedestal
and other side boards, chifferobes, Pembroke table,
fancy carved oak dining table, bookcase, mantle
and wall mirrors, picture frames, rocker, matching
walnut and oak dining chairs, bowl and pitcher (Im-
perial Hotel on sides), upholstered porch set, drop
leaf table, brass iron bedstead, portable Victrola,
Wicker, Bamboo and other fern tables, clocks,
possibly other oak bedsteads, dressers, .and center
tables. Not responsible for accidents. Mr. and Mrs.
Parkhill managers. Mr. and Mrs. Hatley owners.
Douglas and Louise Shoemaker wish all a very
Merry Christmas. Note: Sterling Antiques Inc. open
daily for business, 2 doors away Hazel Coin washers
and dryers are for sale or-will trade for small house
trailer. Practically new McCurdy grain wagon 180
bushel for sale. Also I buy raw furs at my home on
641 South, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.




New listing that offers a
lot for your money.
Home has 4 bedrooms
and a fireplace for those
cold winter days ahead.
Keep cosy lul this 84-
tractive home priced at
only $10,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-





large bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2-car garage and
many extras. This borne
is truly unique. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an 0-*




on Highway 94, 8 miles
East of Murray. Three
miles West Ky. Lake. On
1.6 acre 485 ft. highway
frontage. Road on 3
sides. Room for motel,
etc. Building is 28z60 ft
and consists of large
office. Two rest rooms, 2
gas pumps with 2500
gallon tanks. Grease
rack, good well and
electric heat. Suited for
repair shop, Boat and
fishing shop, Antique
shop, grocery or
restaurant or any type
business. Owner leaving
state and must sell. Nice
3 bedroom home, brick,





Realty 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-
5842.
Four Seasons Nursery
Wishing You A Joyous Holiday Season
A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
holiday tradition. We have premium
quality trees available at the best prices in
this area.
, CUT TREB
inborn Fir lied Scrod' Pine
LIVE TREES
White Pine, Scotch Pim, "old Canediee Ilendock. Those nuke
addition ti veer yard whom tie Iselidays ere er.
FLOCKED TREES
Bohm Fir end Scotch Phie (White end. variety of colon).
Those flocked tress in firs resistant.
We also have door sprays and a lovely assortment of
handmade centerpieces.
While you are buying your tree, check our displays of
pottery and plants for gift ideas
Four Seasons Nursery
753-9946
Open: Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-13 p.m. Almo, Ky.
Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m. 5 Miles From Murray
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Beautiful home on CANTERBURY DRIVE with
three bedrooms, two baths, fireplace, and many
other extras. Move in before Christmas. Call 753-
4451 for an appointment.
BUDGET MINDED. Here's an extra nice three
bedroom, large den-kitchen combination,
located in KINGSWOOD SUBDIVISION. Price
low $30's.
NEED CASH! A great buy for an investment.
Located just three blocks from the University.
Each of the two floors has a private entrance,
three bedrooms and bath. Could be rented for
year round income. Mid $30's. Can be occupied
before Santa arrives.
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS! near Barkley Lake in
L.B.L. Gateway Development All sizes, shapes
and prices. Call and describe what you would
like to own - we're sure to have it on Barkley.
Sit by one of your two fireplaces in this home in
PANAROMA SHORES and plan next summer's
garden. In addition to the usual features it con-
tains a two cx', garage and workshop. Also an 8' x.
36' deck. All located on a beautiful 90' x 350' lot.
Duplex that needs some tender loving care but
the income potential more than makes up for
that minor problem. A real buy at $14,500.
For less than $50,000 you can own a two bedroom
home on a fully wooded waterfront lot on Center
Ridge Cabin Site Area of Kentucky Lake. In-
cludes 12' x 26 boat dock on styrofoam, a 12.6' x
12.6' tree house that could be used as a 'guest cot-
tage with a little investment. This price-also in-
cludes household furniture.
Good building site four miles from Murray. Ap-
proximately one acre lot with 200 foot frontage
on Highway 641 N. Almo water district.
Approximately 23-acres on Hwy. 94 West with ex-
tensive highway frontage and excellent access to
anotherblack top road. Develop this completely
wooded land into camping area or future com-
mercial site. Priced at $800 per acre.





Member Multi-Listing Service and Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
It
Located Southside of Court Square
Real Estate office open daily Monday through Saturday
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OBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
R ALL YOUR in-





TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
31E.N 31r X 30 MI
H
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Almo.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-
9378 or 753-7263 evening.
MUST SELL: 5 room
house, 5 acres, good
well. $8500. Call 436-2290
after 5 p. m.
BY OWNER.- spacious














Sponsored By: Beta Sigma Phi, Gam- I
ma Gamma Chapter
oramatiaisstiagmegtagimmasumgegagnagivall
Surkingilain - Rag fib.
Pixirlanb (tinter Murray. Irntarkg
Open Friday Night Sunday Afternoon
til 8:00
HOLIDAY SPECIALS!
12" B&W Magnavox TV (m.w), (2)  only $79
15" B&W Magnavox TV 0.), (1) . . . only $119
12" B&W TV I used )  only $28
AM-FM Stereo-Tope Component (1) . only $129
Stereo Console Moor model)  only $99
13" color Magnavox TV ow.)  $299
Take Up Payments On These
Month
23" Color portable TV  $10
25" Color TV (n"....suLa)  $14.87
25" Color Magnavox TV *Geo $19.57
25" Magnavox Star Remote (sew) . . .   $22.31
Magnavox Odyssey  $49.95 and up
J B Music-Magnavox
Chestnut St. (Dixieland Center) Murray, Ky.
z
Auction
Saturday, Dec. 11, 10 a.m. at Truman Bean
home, Dennis Burkeen, owner. From
Murray take 121 South approx. 41/2 miles
to Cherry Corner Church Rood, go 1.6 miles
to end of block top and fork in rood, take
to left 1.5 ,mks, turn left, first house on
right, watch for signs.
Dennis has just left service station business
and is selling complete stock including 4 used
radial tires, generators, head lamps, brake fluid,
trans. fluid, motor oil, oil filters, auto jacks,
radiator hoses, 'polish, battery cables and ter-
minals, stopleak. Tools: spark plug cleaner,
timing light, dwell meter, gear puller, socket
sets, end wrenches, 23 Channel Kris CB radio
base mobile & antenna, Turner 3 power inic:A11-
tiques: sausage mill, drop front desk, buffet,
quilt tops, chifferobe, jug, old bedrooult,.
lamp table, cake stand, other plena:
blocks (54), rocker, iron stove, iron bed, nice
breakfast set, nice metal office desk, large oval
rug, end tables, odd chairs, tupperware, pots,
pans, dishes and other odds & ends. Also '66 Ford
Galaxie, '64 WV, '66 Olds. All service station
items new.
Eats and drinks will be served so come and be
with us. Not responsible for accidents. Detailed
announcements day of sale. Inside in case of bad














miles West of Murray,
on 2 acres with new
storage building, small
pond and stable for






shady lot. $25,500. Call
753-5818.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2 p.
4/ Motorcycles
1974 YAMAHA 500, good
condition. Call 753-3027
after 6p. m.
34 IN.' HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 ELECTRA 4 door
hard top, AM-FM




Runs well, looks good.
$300. Call 767-4789.




1971 CAMARO, 350 LTD
engine 4 speed, headers,
cam, new Shaeffer
clutch and pressure




1975 ELECTRA 4 dope
hardtop, AM-FM stereo,




Sharp. $1100 or best
offer. Call 1-527-7879
after 6 p. m.
1973 HONDA CIVIC, good
condition. Call 753-4147.




engine, motor in good
shape. $50. New Kurlee
sport coat, 38 long,
never worn. $10.50. Call
489-2589.
1972 DATSUN % ton. 1974
Vega estate wagon, air
condition, automatic.
$1395. Call 489-2595.
1968 CAMARAO Z28. 302
high rise, headers,
pistons, cam shaft, 400
turbo, shift kit, stall
speed, track bars and
mags. Call 753-0165 days
or 753-0574 after 6. Can
be seen at 66 Station, 4th
and Chestnut. $1200.
1057 CHEVY 2 door post,
good condition with good
engine. Make an offer




power steering, two tone
paint, vinyl top. New
tires. low mileage, nice
car. $1475. Call 753-9189
or 753-8124 after 5.




blue with white vinyl
top. Nice car. Excellent
condition. $2550. Call
753-9189 or 753-8124 after
S.
1971 GRAND PRIX,
13,000 miles, show room
clean, hill power. AM-
FM, landau top. Call 753-
68227 a.m. to 5 p.m. -
0,r, 1




Call 7534103 after 4:00.
1972 PONTIAC Lemans
Sport Convertible. 53,000









job, low mileage. A-1
condition. Call 753-8277.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
1965 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, 6 cylinder,
straight shift, small bed.
$275. Call 753-9189 or 753-
4124 after S.
1973 BUICK LE SABRE
custom 455. Four door
sedan. One owner. Low




Four speed. Red with
new side pipes.
Excellent condition. Will




clean. $1395. Call 436-
5671.
44 ks
1173 DATSUN 2 door, 4
speed, one linter, ex-
cellent condition, $1395
1973 GREMLIN, one
owner, low mileage, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
$1095. Call 4864595.
1971 FOUR WHEEL drive
Blazer. Call 753-3525
after 6p. m.
MO 4 1 4 Jeep pickup.
4,000 pound, PTO winch
and topper. $1700. Call
753-5807.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1100. Can
753-3165.
sot's.
1974 MUSTANG II Ghia,
low miles. One owner.
Clean: Call 753-1603.
11' TRAILER, camper'




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing









A public hearing will be held in the
Calloway County courtroom at 9:00 a.m.
on December 16, 1976. The purpose of the
hearing is to inform citizens of Calloway
County of possible activities available un-
der Community Development Block Grant
Funding.
503 Ma Street
Extra nice 3 bedroom, 1% bath brick with garage,
family room, central heat and air, wall-to:wall car-
peting, and new chain-link fence in backyard








• hour -or job. Free
estimate. Call 7534343.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.
WILL DO inside or out:




Dozer, gravel and dirt.









DOZER WORK - Small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
1E11 IIINSENVAC
No othor No-IllooroOr wind
Moos torps0 so ...
EASILY-
311 mod ported* pewit
house am all etamork
EFFECTIVB.9-
clown won arwl remove
aI dm Own On mel












of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
















WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
Why not buy a Curtis-Mathes this year and watch T.V. for
the next four years without spending any money on it.









• to 5••••• old FOI foo.w.d
• Few% 511.4
• ,•••••
Fai UN Se Weis
CoortIo Molitso
F01111-18111 LIMB" WARRANTY, TOO:
ffOlff 911.LY• • •$599,5
Curtis Mathes has done it again! Now all
Stereos have a 4 Year Warranty.
"We Service What We Sell"
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
Open Evenings For Your Shopping Convenience
\ • • • •
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
/SEARS now. Call Doug
• Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home..
Any time, &mtge. Also




ficient service. NO job




work needs call John







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760,
day or night. -
UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
in antiques. Call 753-
0493.













FREE - Two 12 week old
kittens. One is male and
black. The other is gray
and white and female.





weeks old. Will hold
until Christmas. Call
753-9262 after 5:30.




about the size of a
cocker spaniel. Stie is
very docile, friendly,
and loving. She has
large sweet brown eyes
that will melt your
heart.. She is under the,
care of the Humane
Society and is
desperately in need of a
good home. Call 753-
6588. •
FREE - Three month old
puppy. White with one
black ear. Long haired.
Part bird dog. Call 753-
0004.
FREE - Six month old
kitten. Long haired.
Gray tiger. Very gentle.
Call 753-3994 after 4:30.
Designed To
Collect Compliments
Almost new home with peaceful setting and
quality throughout. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, den with fireplace, living room, kitchen,
dinette, utility room and attached 2-car garage
with automatic door-opener. Home is very














$925.00 op, floored, ready to ass. Ooly • few boadiogs,
varitors sites, loft is 'tech at •11 prices. Boy the Bost for
1911. CUSTOM RUNT POITABLI BUILDINGS 753-09441
IL
CM/NIG AM-FM STEREO
RADIO - PHONO - CARTRIDGE PLAYER
• FULL-SIZE DELUXE CHANGER WITH VISCOUS CUEING AND
SYSTEM SHUT-OFF
• OUTPUTS FOR MAIN AND EXTENSION SPEAKERS
• MATRIX SWITCH FOR ENHANCED STEREO WITH FOUR SHAKERS,
• EIGHT TRACK PROGRAM SELECTION WITH MULTICOLOR INDICATORS
• RECORDER OUTPUT AND STEREOPHONE JACKS












Through our special buying we have just received a supply of
Craig units that we can give a full one year warranty where or-
dinarily Craig carries a 90 day warranty.
We are a factory authorized service department for Craig but
for ONLY WHAT WE SELL.
lay-A-Way Now For Christmas
TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
s
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15 Articles For Sale
KINGSWOOD burning
stove. New. Call 753-
1654.
FRIGIDAIRE Imperial
• refrigerator with top
freezer. Hospital bed
and mattress. 12 x 15
carpet, gold. 15 x 15
carpet, green. Call 753-
7803.
FIREWOOD $18.00 rick.
Call after 5, 753-2935.
10 x 7 METAL building.




condition. $100. Call 753-




ware. Five ply with
lifetime guarantee. 19
piece set. $249.95. This
may be the last month to
purchase at this low
price. Call 753-7644.











dition. Call after 5, 753-
0093.
TAPPAN portable dish-












table with six chairs.
One table with four
chairs. One table with
two chairs. Old Antique
train. Antique B-B gun.
Call 753-4716.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good












and Service, 500 Maple






tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
1968 640 FORD combine.
Call 753-5612.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




Will keep you cozy this winter in this lovely three
bedroom two bath home with formal dining
room, large eat-in kitchen, living room, utility
room, den with wood burning fireplace and built
in bookshelves, attached 2-car garage with extra







Four requests have been received by
the Murray Planning Commission to
hold public hearings to rezone proper-
ty. Sid and Loretta Jobs, at 1200 and
1202 Sycamore St., and Mrs. J. M. Mar-
shall, at 412 S. 12th St., will-be con-
sidered jointly to rezone their proper-
ties from R-2 (residential) to P.O.
( Profession Office). Dr. Charles Clark,
at 307 S. 8th St., has proposed that his
property be rezoned from R-3 (residen-
tial) to P.O. (Profession Office). Mr.
Wayne Wilson, at 302 N. 12th St., has
proposed that his property be rezoned
from R-3 (residential) to P.O.
(Profession Office). A public hearing
for all four proposals will be held on
Tuesday, December 21st at 7:00 p.m. in
the Murray City Hall .Bldg_ All in-
terested parties are invited to attend
this meeting. W. A. Franklin, Chair-
man, Murray Planning Commission.
Steve Zea, Resident Planner, City of
Murray, Kentucky.
National Company Needs
Experienced Life & Health
Insurance Agent
For Local Area
Marketing Life, Annuities, complete portfolio of
Pension Programs, Major Medical
Hospitalization and Non-Cancellable - Guaran-
teed Renewable Income Protection. If selected,
Leads and Workmen's Compensation furnished.
Also, group Life, Health & Income Protection
available. For additional information, call 1-502-
442-8017 or send resume to P. 0. Box 3088,





"SLOW GAY JIMMY CARTERS OFFICE




modified. Also -20 in.




Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
HAGSTROM electric
guitar. Call 753-0569.
PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across














80 YARDS OF green




through Friday, One to 5
p.m.
FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. 'Tv Radio
CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.




condition. Also Sears 23
channel CB radio, an-
tenna included. Call 751-
2636 after 5:00.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 a 60 Criterion,
underpinned, concrete
steps, back' porch, air
condition, gas heat, and
"stove. $6200. Call 753-
5807.
1975 SCHULTZ house
trailer. 14 a 70, all
electric. 14 a 18 built on
room. Call 437-4846.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 TOWN HOUSE, 12 x
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath




29. Mobile Home Rentals
NEW TWO -BEDROOM
trailer all electric on 1/2
acre lot. $110 plus
deposit. Call 753-3534.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. $85.00
month. Call 753-7304.
FOR RENT NICE two
bedroom mobile home.
Fully furnished has
front porch and outside
storage building. Want




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
GARAGE for rent. Call
436-5560.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT -
pasture for three horses
in or near Almo, Ky.
Call 753-0553.




32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED apart-
ment, $125 per month.
plus utilities. $75.00




country on private road.






furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
























ment for four girls, one
block from campus. Call
753-7575 or 753-0669.
FURNISHED APART-





33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
11 HI,,ises For Rent
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
house, furnished,
available Dec. 20-Jan. 1,
ten miles out.














with no children or pets.
Call 492-8594 after 5:30 p.
m.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT 4,000 sq. ft.
shop and office, all or
half. Located off South
4th Street. Call 753-4857
days, 753-7244 nights.




building on Main Street.
Good location for many





FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield; 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal- Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE- Building,























puppies. 5 weeks old.
Will keep for you until
Dec. 24. Call 753-5309
after 5:00 p. m.
BEAGLE puppy 81/2




silver and also white.
Great for Christmas















1,500 sq. ft. Bargain
Barn. 13th and Main.
Saturday 9-4. Wenn
winter clothing, coats,
table, $10.00, play pen,
$1000, new supply toys,
Christmas items.
FANTASTIC INDOOR
house sale. Moving must
sell. December llth and














napwer, odds and ends.
Call 753-9382. Saturday
December 11. 9 a. m. - ?
43 Real Estate
JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
features include 2





Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees - floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in






and small acreage with
or without buildings. If
you have the land we
have the buyers. Call
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 733-
5842.
Mt Listed
3 bestrewn, 2 haft, ceetral
beet & air, hue MO ft.




4 bedroom, 2 baths,
firepiete, deo, emir& heat
*, wooded Mt weer
school.
Neme-Shep Ceasbinetlee
Intim rice 3 bedroom frame
ho.... Mayfield Hwy. Net
large living rams • hitches',
ceeerete block shop is 30
40. Call for mere in-
formation.
We here 4 listisis in North
Oh & 7th St. Arse priced
from $7,000 ti 517,250. If
you're interested is is
older home mil es.




Saturday December 11, 10 a. m. on Main Street in
heart of Nazel, Ky. at Sterliags Antique Inc.
Will sell from walnut, oak and pine furniture. Queen
Ann front slant and other secretarys. China cabinet,
roll top desk, hall trees, dresser small drawers on
top, marble top washstand, small piano, pedestal
and other side boards, chifferobes, Pembroke table,
fancy carved oak dining table, bookcase, mantle
and wall mirrors, picture frames, rocker, matching
walnut and oak dining chairs, bowl and pitcher (Im-
perial Hotel on sides), upholstered porch set, drop
leaf table, brass iron bedstead, portable Victrola,
Wicker, Bamboo and other fern tables, clocks,
possibly other oak bedsteads, dressers, and center
tables. Not responsible for accident's. Mr. and Mrs.
Parkhill managers. Mr. and Mrs. 'Utley owners.
Douglas and Louise Shoemaker wish all a very
Merry Christmas. Note: Sterling Antiques Inc. open
daily for business, 2 doors away Hazel Coin washers
and dryers are for sale or will trade for small house
trailer. Practically new McCurdy grain wagon ,180
bushel for sale. Also I buy raw furs at my home on
641 South, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.




New listing that offers a
lot for your money.
Home has 4 bedrooms
and a fireplace for those
cold winter days ahead.
Keep cozy in this at-
tractive home priced at
only $10,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-





large bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2-car garage and
many extras. This home
is truly unique. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an ap-




on Highway 94, 8 miles
East of Murray. Three
miles West Ky. Lake. On
1.6 acre 465 ft. highway
frontage. Road on 3
sides. Room for motel,
etc. Building is 28 x 60 ft
and consists of large
office. Two rest rooms, 2
gas pumps with 2500
gallon tanks. Grease
rack, good well and
electric heat. Suited for
repair shop, Boat and
fishing shop, Antique
shop, grocery or
restaurant or any type
business. Owner leaving
state and must sell. Nice
3 bedroom home, brick,





Realty 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-
5842.
Four Seasons Nursery
Wishing You A Joyous Holiday Season
A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
holiday tradition. We have premium
quality trees available at the best prices in
this area.
CUT TREES
Babes Fir sad ketch Pine
LIVE TREES
White Fine, ketch Mee, and Canedim Neneleck. Mese make
IN:eah.sly oddities to yew nerd she. the Ways ere ever.
Fir mod ketch Fine (White end a variety of osiers).
These flecked trees are fire resistaurt.
ROCKED TREES
We also have door sprays and a lovely assortment of
handmade centerpieces.
While you are buying your tree, check our displays of
pottery and plants for gift ideas.
Four Seasons Nursery
753-9946
Open: Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Almo, Ky.
Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m. 5 Miles From Murray
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Beautiful home on CANTERBURY DRIVE with
three bedrooms, two baths, fireplace, and many
other extras. Move in before Christmas. Call 753-
4451 for an appointment.
BUDGET MINDED. Here's an extra nice three
bedroom, large den-kitchen combination,
located in KINGSWOOD SUBDIVISION. Price
low $30's.
NEED CASH! A great buy for an investment.
Located just three blocks from the University.
Each of the -two floors has a private entrance,
three bedrooms and bath. Could be rented for
year round income. Mid $30's. Can be occupied
before Santa arrives.
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS! near Barkley Lake in
L.B.L. Gateway Development All sizes, shapes
and prices. Call and describe what you would
like to own - we're sure to have it on Barkley.
Sit by one of your two fireplaces in this home in
PANAROMA SHORES and plan next summer's
garden. In addition lp the usual .features it con-
tains a two car garage and workshop. Also an 8' x
36' deck. All located on a beautiful 90' x 350' lot.
Duplex that needs some tender loving care but
the income potential more than makes up for
that minor problem. A real buy at $14,500.
For less than $50,000 you can own a two bedroom
home on a fully wooded waterfront lot on Center
Ridge Cabin Site Area of Kentucky Lake. In-
cludes 12' x 26 boat dock on styrofoam, a 12.6' x
12.6' tree house that-could be used as a guest cot-
tage with a little investment. This price also in-
cludes household furniture.
Good Wilding site four miles from Murray. Ap-
proximately one acre lot with 200 foot frontage
on Highway 641 N. Almo water district. '
Approximately 23 acres on Hwy. 94 West with ex-
tensive highway frontage and excellent access to
another black top road. Develop this completely
wooded land into camping area or future com-
mercial site. Priced at $800 per acre.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pat Mobley located Southside of Court Square
753-8958 Real Estate office open daily Monday through Saturday
Geneva Wes
753-6557
Member Multi-Listing Service and Murray Calloway County Board of Realtors
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43 Redi
ROBERTS REALTY -
yuur leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
FOR ALL YOUR in-
surance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
• Ihsurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
46 Homes For 5j e
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Alrno.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-
9378 or 753-7263 evening.
MUST SELL: 5 room
house, 5 acres, good
well. $8500. Call 436-2290
after 5 p. m.
BY OWNER - spacious
older home, good con-
dition, adjoining MSU
campus. Call 753-9799.
susrszisac MI SAMS In tiztI tsar sit srallail
I Santa Is Now
Making Visits
To Businesses.
If you would like for him to visit your
business
Call 753-9677
Sponsored By Beta Sigma Phi, Gam-
ma Gamma Chapter








Vurkinghant - Rag Cid.
Dixielanti alentrr Murray. iCtnturk
g
Open Friday Night Sunday Afternoon
til 11:04.04t04 044.0.0.48.0.064.0.04144
HOLIDAY SPECIALS!
12" B&W Magnavox TV (w.), (2)  only 579
15" 134LW Magnavox TV (...) (1) . .  only $119
12" B&W TV r used only 528
AM-FM Stereo-Tape Component (1) . only $129
Stereo Console (floor   only 599
13" color Magruzvox TV t..)  5299
Take Up Payments On These
Month
23" Color portable TV $10
25" Color TV ( repossissed) $14.87
25" Color Magnavox TV (a..ie) $19.57
25" Magnavox Star Remote im..) . . $22.31
Magnavox Odyssey  $49.95 and up
J B Music-Magnavox
Chestnut St. Dixrelond Center Murray, Ky.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM








miles West of Murray,
on 2 acres with new
storage building, small
pond and stable for






shady lot. $25,500. Call
753-5818.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2 p. m.
47 Motorcycles
1974 YAMAHA 500, good
condition. Call 753-3027
after 6 p. m.
38 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1973 ELECTRA 4 door
hard top, AM-FM




Runs well, looks good.
$300. Call 767-4789.




1971 CAMARO, 350 LTD
ri engine 4 speed, headers,
cam, new Shaeffer
clutch and pressure





Saturday, Dec. 11, 10 a.m. at Truman Bean
home, Dennis Burkeen, owner. From
Murray take 121 Soul! approx. 41/2 miles
to Cherry Corner Church Road, go 1.6 miles
to end of black top and fork in road, take
to left 1.5 miles, turn left, first house on
right, watch for signs.
Dennis has just left service station business
and is selling complete stock including 4 used
radial tires, generators, head lamps, brake fluid,
trans. fluid, motor oil, oil filters, auto jacks,
radiator hoses, polish, battery cables and ter-
minals, stopleak. Tools: spark plug cleaner,
timing light, dwell meter, gear puller, socket
sets, end wrenches, 23 Channel Kris CB radio
base mobile & antenna, Turner 3 power mic. An-
tiques: sausage mill, drop front desk, buffet,
quilt tops, chifferobe, jug, old bedroom suite,
lamp table, cake stand, other pieces. Cement
blocks 154), rocker, iron stove, iron bed, nice
breakfast set, nice metal office desk, large oval
rug, end tables, odd chairs, tupperware, pots,
pans, dishes and other odds & ends. Also '66 Ford
Galaxie, '64 WV, '66 Olds. All service station
items new.
Eats and drinks will be served so come and be
with us. Not responsible for accidents. Detailed
announcements day of sale. Inside in case of bad




1975 ELECTRA 4 door
hardtop, AM-FM stereo,




Sharp. $1100 or best
offer. Call 1-527-7879
after 6 p. m.
1973 HONDA CIVIC, good
condition. Call 753-4147.




engine, motor in good
shape. $50. New Kurlee
sport coat, 38 long,
never worn. $10.50. Call
489-2589.
1972 DATSUN Ls ton. 1974
Vega estate wagon, air
condition, automatic.
$1395. Call 489-2595.
1968 CAMARAO Z28. 302
high rise, headers,
pistons, cam shaft, 400
turbo, shift kit, stall
speed, track bars and
mags. Call 753-0165 days
or 753-0574 after 6. Can
be seen at 66 Station, 4th
and Chestnut. $1200.
1957 CHEVY 2 door post,
good condition with good
engine. Make an offer.




power steering, two tone
paint, vinyl top. New
tires. low mileage, nice
car. $1475. Call 753-9189
or 753-8124 after-5.




blue with white vinyl
top. Nice car. Excellent
condition. K2550. Call
73-9189 or 753-8124 after
5.
1976 GRAND PRIX,
13,000 miles, show room
clean, full power, AM-
FM, landau top. Call 753-
68227 a.m. to 5 p.m.
49 Used Car. & Truths




Call 753-6103 after 4:00.
1972 PONTIAC Lemans
Sport Convertible. 53,000
Actual miles. In extra
good condition. $2350.00.
Phone 354-6217






job, low mileage. A-1
condition. Call 753-8277.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
1965 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, 6 cylinder,
straight shift, small bed.
$275. Call 753-9189 or 753-
8124 after 5.
1973 BUICK LE SABRE
custom 455. Four door
sedan. One owner. Low




Four speed. Red with
new side -pipes.
Excellent condition. Will




clean. $1395. Call 436-
5671.
49 Used lucks
1973 DATSUN 2 door, 4
speed, one owner, ex-
cellent condition, $1395
1973 GREMLIN, one
owner, low mileage, 6
cylinder, straight shift
$1095. Call 489-2595.
1971 FOUR WHEEL drive
Blazer. Call 753-35.5
after 6 p. m.
1979 4 x 4 Jeep pickup.
8,000 pound, PTO winch
and topper. $1700. Call
753-5807.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
1974 MUSTANG II Ghia,








bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeratjon, plumbing









A public hearing will be held in the
Calloway County courtroom at 9:00 a.m.
on December 16, 1976. The purpose of the
hearing is to inform citizens of Calloway
County of possible activities available un-
der Community Development Block Grant
Funding.
503 Blair Street
Extra nice 3 bedroom, PI bath brick with garage,
family room, central heat and air, wall-to-wall car-
peting, and new chain link fence in backyard.







hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garri.son 753-5429.
WILL DO inside or out-




Dozer, gravel and dirt.









DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
RENT RINSENVAC
as Ober "is II yeerwer
deems carpets it
EASILY-
IS pound portatne paw
oast to., As
EFFECTIVELY-
mans ;ow and racoon's
at dwo dam eart and




a Hama st Ilis cast
(TOU SAVE UP TO
11600 KR ISICelt







of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
















WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
Why not buy a Curtis-Mathes this year and watch T.V. for
the next four years without spending any money on it
Only Curtis Mathes Carries A Full
4-Year Warranty
Curtis Mathes Curtis Mathes
Easy Financing
Cartri NON loolikr10, atl bath
t owl moty-woug
• 8;9 St; oaa end re,1 ,,,,..d
• ;00% awn/ iv..
r"." SHoo;•••••,
NIN so Weis
• FORB-TEAM LIIIITEr WARRANTY, TN:
Curtis Mathes has done it again! Now all
Stereos have a 4 Year Warranty.
-We Service What We Sell
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
Open Evenings For Your Shopping Convenience
51 Se'. e. Ot'1•••tr
RIR13Y CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Tlylor at 753-2310
• for free estimates.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home.
Any time, any age. Also




ficient service. NO job




work needs call John







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.









in antiques. Call 753-
0493.













FREE - Two 12 week old
kittens. One is male and
black. The other is gray
and white and female.





weeks old. Will hold
until Christmas. Call
753-9262 after 5:30.




about the size of a
cocker spaniel. She is
very docile, friendly,
and loving. She has
large sweet brown eyes
that will melt your
heart. She is under the
care of the Humane
Society and is
desperately in need of a
good home. Call 753-
6588.
FREE - Three month old
puppy. White with one
black ear. Long haired.
Part bird dog. Call 753-
0804.
FREE - Six month old
kitten. Long haired.
Gray tiger. Very gentle.




Almost new home with peaceful setting and
quality throughout. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, den with fireplace, living room, kitchen,
dinette, utility room and attached 2-car garage
- with automatic door-opener. Home is very














5425.00 vp, floorod, reedy to woo Only • few Isoildings.
variants sixes, loft in stock at ere prices ivy rito host for
lot s CUSTOM BUILT PORTA ILE BUILDINGS 7$3-174$4
CIZAI G AM-FM STEREO
RADIO - PHONO - CARTRIDGE PLAYER
• FULL-SIZE DELUXE CHANGER WITH VISCOUS CUEING AND
SYSTEM SHUT-OFF
• OUTPUTS EOR_MAIN AND EXTENSION SPEAKERS
• MATRIX SWITCH FOR ENHANCED STEREO WITH FOUR SPEAKERS
• EIGHT-TRACK PROGRAM SRECTION WITH MULTIOOLOR INDICATORS
• RECORDER OUTPUT AND STEREOPHONE JACKS
• WALNUT-FINISHED WOOD CABINET WITH PHONO DUST COVER











Through our special buying we have just received a supply of
Craig units that we can give a full one year warranty where or-
dinarily Craig carries a 90 day warranty.
We are a factory authorized service department for Craig but
for ONLY WHAT WE SELL.
Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas
TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center 753-5865






WASHINGTON IAPI — With
President-elect Carter's en-
couragement, Walter Mondale is acting
as though he never' heard all those
stories about the frustrations and ob-
scurity of being vita president.
Six weeks before his inauguration,
Carter has given Mondale what ap-
pears to be a role of unprecedented
importance in the transition.
Despite that, chances are the 48-year-
old Mondale will sink into four years of
anonymity oace the Carter ad-
ministration begins.
He is not the first vice president-elect
to have high hopes .of playing a major
role in a new administration. But others
who nurtured that hope later found
themselves being ignored by the boss.
Still, for the moment, there are signs
Carter plans to keep last summer's
promise to give Mondale real influence
in the Oval Office.
Mondale is known I() have a nearly
equal rile with Carter talent scout
Hamilton Jordan in recommending
prospective cabinet members.
The front-runner for secretary of
agriculture, Rep. Bob Bergland of
Minnesota, for example, is a long-time
Mondale friend and adviser.
Mondale's staff has been pushing
John Doar, the former House Judiciary
Committee's impeachment counsel, for
attorney general and Charles Schultze
of the Brookings Institution for defense
secretary. Both are among the front-
runners for those jobs.
Carter has summoned Mondale to
n Unprecedented
Transition
Atlanta or to Plains, Ga., for every
important meeting and press con-
ference of the transition period. The
Minnesota senator sits in on interviews
with prospective appointees and later
discusses them with Carter and his
senior aides._
A Mondale staff member noted the
importance of having Carter's ear on
appointees and other subjects early.
The more people we get in now, the
more influence we have later," a
Mondale associate said.
Mondale has been given the go-ahead
to begin postinaugural planning on at
least two subjects of personal interest
— federal efforts to fight crime and new
ways of aiding the inner cities, ac-
cording to sources working on the
transition.
For all this, Morgiale has been
discouraging public discussion about
his part in the key decisions on the
shape of the new administration.
-We have a good thing going arid we
don't want to jinx it," said one senior
Mondale aide.
TVA Postpones Study Of
New Power Rate Structure
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP The
Tennessee Valley Authority today
postponed authorizing a $97,000 study to
kst whether electric consumers would
change their living habits to save on
power bills.
The project to test peak-load or time-
of-day pricing in 200 Knoxville homes
was requested by TVA's Office of
Power Utilization after federal energy
officials had criticized the authority for
dragging its feet on rate reform
measures.
• Board member William Jenkins
requested the delay after saying he first
wanted to talk with Neil McBride, a
staff attorney for the East Tennessee
Research Corp., a public interest group
based in Jacksboro, Tenn.
On Wednesday, the public interest
group criticized TVA's proposed test as
"too timid" and "designed to fail."
TVA General Manager Lynn Seeber
said many of IWBride's criticisms had
no merit. He said the homes in TVA's
test would be equipped with a red light
in the kitchen to tell consumers when
they are being charged peak, or higher,
rates.
Under peak-load pricing, consumers
are charged less for electricity during
the hours when demand is low, usually
at night and on weekends. In turn, they
are chargetmore during-the daytime.
"I thought this was the one thing that
would please East Tennessee Research
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Stand Included at No Extra Cost
High impact plastic cabinet.
simulated walnut-grain finish
Model WYC 7557 WD
• 100% SOU State "Energy
Saver" Chassis — uses less
power than comparable "tube
type" sets. Solid State is the
key to efficiency and economy
in this chassis.
• Modular Chassis Design —
permits on the spot diagnosis
and repair right in your own.
home.
• Black Matrix Spectra-Brite
IV Picture Tube — color .clais
surrounded by a jet black ma-
trix background for brilliant
picture performance.
• One Touch Color"' System —
beautiful color pictures with
a touch of a liutton.
• Custom Picture Control —
only one contralto customize
your color picture.
• Fine Furniture Styling — cre-
ated by master craftsmen to
reflect styling authenticity.
• Automatic Color Control
(ACC) — helps to maintain
constant color intensity.
• Sharpness Control — custom-
ize your picture ... crisp, soft.
or in between.
• TO Position Solid State UHF
Tuner — "click-in" channel
selection convenience.
• Illuminated Channel Windows
• DC Restoration — eliminates
that "washed-out" or "foggy"
look in very dark and bright
scenes
y Cable-Ready* Antenna Con-
nector — for cable television
users.
• "Tilt-Out" Control Bin
• Set and Forget Volume
Control
• Weight — 120 lbs.
'af
Murray Appliance Co.
112 fast Mal Telephone 753 1586
Up To 24 Months To Pay - Bank Rates
90 Days Same As Cash - No Money Down
# 410.1
a
We stock the highest quality prescription products — fresh
and dependable.
Were known for our friendly, prompt and courteous service to
our customers.
Ample Free Parking right at our front door.
We buy the finest quality drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturers to get the lowest possible prices and pass them
on to you. These large purchases are made possible only be-





FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN, ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITE S SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA














WAYS TO HAVE YOUR
PRESCRIPTION TRANSFERRED
TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER.
BRING IN YOUR CURRENT PRESCRIPTION REFILL BOTTLE WE WILL CALL
I . YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED
HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION AND BRING IT IN
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3. TELL YOUR PHYSICIAN THAT YOU WISH
TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFERRED TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER,
WE WILL THEN CALL YOUR PHYSICIAN
AND ARRANGE FOR THE NEW
PRESCRIPTION WHICH WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU COME IN TO PICK IT UP
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DISC011111 HUG CE1TERS 
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open Daily
9 AM-9PM
Sunday 1-6
Phone 753-8304
